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The Individualized Interdisciplinary Program (IIP) at the University of Montana allows students to
work with faculty in the design of a graduate curriculum tailored to their unique academic, creative,
and professional needs. The principal goal of the National Science Foundation’s IGERT: Montana -
Ecology of Infectious Diseases (MEID) program is to produce graduates with expertise to lead the
collaborative, cross-, and inter-disciplinary efforts in education and research needed to address com-
plex problems as exemplified by the ecology of endemic, epidemic, and emergent infectious diseases.
Under the envelope of these two programs, I have developed a Ph.D. program in which I received an
interdisciplinary education in applied mathematics and computational ecology.
I strongly feel that spatial modeling is one of the most promising approaches to advance the sciences of
disease ecology and landscape ecology. Mathematical and computational modeling provide powerful
tools for evaluating relationships between mechanisms and responses in a spatially complex environ-
ment. Past progress in these fields has been limited by the lack of computational power and flexible
mathematical models to simulate the actions of ecosystem and population processes in complex envi-
ronments.
My specific research focus is in the development of mathematical and computational models to syn-
thesize environmental data for describing and predicting the characteristics of population and disease
dynamics on the landscape. The results from this research are documented in the following chapters:
1) Mathematical Disease Ecology. This uses numerical and qualitative analysis to study a model for
Tick Borne Relapsing Fever in an island ecosystem. 2) Computational Landscape Ecology. The de-
velopment and applications of a spatially-explicit computer model to predict population connectivity
and geneflow on complex landscapes are described.
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Chapter 1
Mathematical Disease Ecology
Modeling Disease Dynamics in a Relapsing Host-Vector Community
1.1 Abstract
Vector-borne diseases represent a threat to human and wildlife populations and mathematical mod-
els provide a means to understand and control epidemics involved in complex host-vector systems.
The disease model studied here is a host-vector system with a relapsing class of host individuals,
used to investigate tick-borne relapsing fever (TBRF). Equilibrium analysis is performed for models
with increasing numbers of relapses and the disease reproduction number, R0, is generalized. Spe-
cific literature knowledge about TBRF and bifurcation diagrams are presented to establish parameter
thresholds that would result in the elimination of the disease. A spatially-implicit version of the model
through a host system contact rate is considered and numerically explored to understand how multiple
host-vector systems affect the disease dynamics. This study advances the understanding of a complex
disease system and provides specific predictions about TBRF.
1
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1.2 Introduction
Infectious diseases are a threat to human as well as wildlife populations (Daszak et al. [2000]). An
important development in the study of infectious diseases is the application of mathematical models
to understand the interplay between various factors that determine epidemiological processes. Many
systems show a rich variety of dynamics that arise from nonlinear interactions (due to the mixing of
different infectious populations) or temporal forcing (caused by changes in the average contact rate)
(Keeling et al. [2001]). Vector-borne diseases are additionally complex with interactions between
multiple host and vector species (Dobson et al. [2006], Ostfeld and Keesing [2000]). Tick-borne
relapsing fever (TBRF) is an example of a system that incorporates such complex interactions in a
multiple host-vector community.
In North America, TBRF is caused by several species of spiral-shaped bacteria (Borrelia spp.) that are
transmitted to their hosts through the bite of infective vectors, the soft ticks of the genus Ornithodoros.
Once infected with the bacteria, ticks remain infectious for extended periods and possibly for life.
Most human cases occur in the summer months and are often associated with sleeping in rustic cabins
in mountainous areas of the Western United States (Dworkin et al. [2002]). The model presented here
represents a particular system located on Wild Horse Island, Flathead Lake, Lake County, Montana
(WHI), where the presence of the pathogen has been confirmed (Schwan et al. [2003]). This island
ecosystem harbors two host species, red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) and deer mouse (Per-
omyscus maniculatus), and a single vector species (O. hermsi), which is thought to control the disease
patterns on the island.
Ornithodoros hermsi is a long-lived soft tick that is essentially immobile. These ticks remain in the
nest or burrow of the host, feed only at night and unlike hard ticks (Ixodes spp.), they obtain a blood
meal quickly (feeding in less than 90 minutes) and only require a blood meal approximately once every
3 months. Because of this immobility, the ticks are considered to be separate vector species feeding
on their own separate hosts, either red squirrel or deer mouse. However, there is some probability of
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hosts coming in contact with opposite host systems (e.g, red squirrels visiting a deer mouse nest or
vice versa), which could result in vectors feeding on either host. This host-vector community provides
an opportunity to study the complex intrinsic dynamics of such a host-vector system.
Compartmental models, such as the SIR models with susceptible, infectious, and removed compart-
ments (Kermack and McKendrick [1927]), have been applied to many disease systems in an effort to
examine system dynamics. In these epidemic models, susceptible individuals pass into the infective
class and from which they transition to the removed class. For some diseases, recovered individuals
may relapse with a reactivation of infection and revert back to an infective class. An example of such
a system is found in van den Driessche et al. [2007], which includes a relapsing rate between the sus-
ceptible and the same infected compartment. TBRF is a system in which relapse always occurs, but
between different infected classes (caused by the bacteria’s antigenic variation), which is presumed to
be important in the infection dynamics.
Given a mathematical model for disease spread, the disease reproduction number, R0, is an essential
summary parameter. It is defined as the average number of secondary infections produced when one
infected individual is introduced into a host population in which all individuals are susceptible (Dietz
[1990]). When R0 < 1, the disease free equilibrium (DFE), at which the population remains in the
absence of disease, is locally asymptotically stable. However, if R0 > 1, then the DFE is unstable and
invasion is always possible (see Hethcote [2000]) and a new endemic equilibrium (EE) exists. For this
study, R0 will be extracted following the methodology developed in van den Driessche and Watmough
[2002] (see also Roberts and Heesterbeek [2003], Diekmann et al. [1990]) for general compartmental
disease models, which can be extended to more complicated host-vector disease systems (Lewis et al.
[2006], Wonham et al. [2004]).
Careful consideration of the formulation of every biological model must be made, as the assumptions
drive the mathematical structure and thus the outcome predictions. A key assumption for host-vector
disease modeling is the definition of the transmission term, which represents the contact between
hosts and vectors. The formulation of the transmission term has been shown to affect the reproduction
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number, R0, which is a central prediction of disease systems (Wonaham et al. [2006]). For host-vector
disease models, the transmission term includes the vector biting rate. This rate controls the disease
transmission both from the vector-to-host and from the host-to-vector. The TBRF model follows
frequency-dependent transmission assumptions through the biting rate, since a blood meal is only
required approximately once every 3 months regardless of the host population density. Following this
framework, it is reasonable to assume that a host would experience an increasing number of bites as
the vector population increased.
The overall goal of this study is the development of a mathematical model to describe a host-vector
system with a relapsing class of host individuals, which is used to investigate TBRF system dynamics.
First, using specific information about WHI, a model for the dynamics of a single host-vector interac-
tion is developed. For models with increasing numbers of relapses, equilibrium analysis is performed
and R0 is calculated. Parameter values are considered in the model to provide theoretical criteria
for population stability and to determine the parameter thresholds that would result in elimination of
the disease. Numerical simulations of the single host-vector model are produced and compared to
the theoretical results. Finally, a spatially-implicit version of the model is developed and numerical
simulations are conducted that explore the dynamics of multiple host-vector interactions.
1.3 Single Host-Vector Model
1.3.1 Model Equations
In this section, a model for the dynamics of TBRF in a single host-vector system is considered (see
Figure 1.1). The following assumptions are used to establish a model that is appropriate for the WHI
TBRF system for the host (i.e., for either red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus) or deer mouse (Per-
omyscus maniculatus)) and soft-bodied tick vector Ornithodoros hermsi. 1) The only sources of in-
fection occur between the bite of an infective vector and susceptible host and between a bite of a
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susceptible vector and infective host (i.e. there are no horizontal or vertical transmissions). 2) The
vector becomes infective for life immediately upon biting an infective host. 3) The transmission terms
are frequency-dependent through the biting rate, f . 4) The hosts relapse to different infected compart-
ments (i.e. different serotypes within the hosts caused by antigenic variation) at rate α and recover
from the disease at rate γ. 5) Though mortality rates are noted to differ for each compartment, we as-
sume a constant total population for both hosts and vectors (N and Nv, respectively). Thus, recruitment
(or birth) and the sum of the removal (or death) rates from each compartment must be equal.
The generalized system for the infection dynamics in a single host-vector system with j−1 relapsing
rates for j ≥ 1 infected compartments describes the number of susceptible hosts S(t), infectious hosts
Ik(t), removed hosts R(t), susceptible vectors Sv(t), and infected vectors Iv(t), where the total host
population is N = S + ∑ jk=1(Ik)+ R and the total vector population is Nv = Sv + Iv (see Figure 1.1 for
a compartmental diagram and Table 1 for parameter definitions). The equations are
Host equations (1):
Ṡ = β(N)− f cvIv SN −µsS
İ1 = f cvIv SN −α1I1−µi1I1
İ2 = α1I1−α2I2−µi2I2
...
İ j−1 = α j−2I j−2−α j−1I j−1−µi( j−1)I j−1
İ j = α j−1I j−1− γI j−µi jI j
Ṙ = γI j−µrR.
Vector equations (2):
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(a) 0 relapses
(b) 1 relapse
(c) j−1 relapses
Figure 1.1: Conceptual models for the cross-infection dynamics between a single host-vector system,
which includes (a) no relapses between j = 1 infected compartments, (b) 1 relapse between j = 2
infected compartments, and (c) j− 1 relapses between j infected compartments. Dashed lines are
vital rates for each population, where solid lines refer to interaction rates between compartments. See
Table 1 for a summary of notation.
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Table 1.1: Parameters and variables notation in the host-vector TBRF model for j− 1 relapses be-
tween j infected compartments (rates are per month, competency values are probabilities (per bite))
and dimensionless forms (rescaled by γ or normalized by N(0)). In the coupled system, additional
subscripts with a rs represent the red squirrel host-vector system and a dm represent the deer mouse
host-vector system.
Notation Description Dimensionless
S Host susceptible s = S/N(0)
I j Host infected from infected population j i j = I j/N(0)
R Host removed r = R/N(0)
N Host total n = N/N(0)
c Host competency l = f c/γ
γ Host recovery rate 1
α j−1 Host relapse rate for j infected compartments q j−1 = α j−1/γ
T Total infection rate T̃ = T/γ
Z1 Host transition rate, case 1 = γ = α1 = ... = α j−1 = jT z1 = Z1/γ
Z2 Host transition rate, case 2 = γ = α1 = ... = α j−1 z2 = Z2/γ
β(N) Host birth rate function –
S̄ Host carrying capacity s̄ = S̄/N(0)
β1 Host logistic growth rate a1 = β1/γ
a2 = (a1−bs)/s̄
µ Host death rates b = µ/γ
Sv Vector susceptible sv = Sv/N(0)
Iv Vector infected iv = Sv/N(0)
Nv Vector total nv = Nv/N(0)
cv Vector competency k = f cv/γ
β(Nv,N) Vector birth rate function –
S̄v Vector carrying capacity s̄v = S̄v/N(0)
βv1 Vector logistic growth rate av1 = βv1/γ
˜av1 = av1N(0)
˜av2 = (av1s̄N(0)−bsv)/s̄v
µv Vector death rates bv = µv/γ
f Biting rate between vector-host system l = f c/γ; k = f cv/γ
f̄ Biting rate between opposite vector-host system l̄ = f̄ c/γ; k̄ = f̄ cv/γ
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Ṡv = βv(Nv,N)− f cSvN ∑
j
i=1 Ii−µsvSv
İv =
f cSv
N ∑
j
i=1 Ii−µivIv.
The logistic model for the growth rate of the host (β(N) in equations (1)) and the logistic model with
dependency on the number of hosts for the growth rate of the vector (βv(Nv,N) in equations (2)) is
used. The equations are
β(N) = β1N−
(
β1−µs
S̄
)
N2 (3)
βv(Nv,N) = βv1NvN−
(
βv1S̄−µsv
S̄v
)
N2v , (4)
where β1 and βv1 are the logistic growth rates and S̄ and S̄v are the constant carrying capacities for
the host and vector populations on the island, respectively. Then the equations for the susceptible
compartments for the system become
Ṡ = β1N−
(
β1−µs
S̄
)
N2− f cvIv
S
N
−µsS (5)
Ṡv = βv1NvN−
(
βv1S̄−µsv
S̄v
)
N2v −
f cSv
N
j
∑
i=1
Ii−µsvSv. (6)
1.3.2 Disease Free Equilibrium
In the absence of disease, the system steady state is (S∗, I∗1 , .., I
∗
j ,R
∗,S∗v , I
∗
v ) = (S̄,0, ..,0, S̄v,0) for j
infected compartments, where now the total populations become N = S̄ and Nv = S̄v. This steady state
is defined to be the disease free equilibrium (DFE). The subspace (S,Sv), which is independent of the
disease compartments, is invariant. The dynamics restricted to this subspace is governed by
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Ṡ = β1S−
(
β1−µs
S̄
)
S2−µsS (7)
Ṡv = βv1SvS−
(
βv1S̄−µsv
S̄v
)
S2v −µsvSv. (8)
The stability of the DFE restricted to this subspace is determined by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian
evaluated at the steady state, (S̄, S̄v),
J(S̄, S̄v) =
 −β1 +µs 0
βv1S̄v −βv1S̄ +µsv
 , (9)
which are
λ1 =−β1 +µs and λ2 =−βv1S̄ +µsv. (10)
Since all the parameters in (10) are positive, then the DFE in this subspace will be stable if
µs < β1 and µsv < βv1S̄. (11)
1.3.3 Parameter Estimates
Specific parameter values for this system have not yet been determined, but can be estimated from
similar studies and from data collected on WHI. Unless otherwise cited, all parameter estimates are
from T. Johnson and T. Schwan [unpublished data and personal communication]. The units of the rates
are individuals per month. Table 1.1 summarizes the notation for all system parameters and variables.
See Table 1.2 for specific model values used in all of the host-vector models. Note that parameters
denoted with additional subscripts of rs and dm refer to values specific to the red squirrel and deer
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mouse host-vector systems, respectively. In addition, all the parameters must be non-negative to make
biological sense.
The logistic birth rates for host and vector are each set to a constant value (β1 and βv1, respectively)
and the compartmental death rates (for host and vector) are identical and set equal to birthrate. Then
the death rates must be
µs = µi1 = ... = µi j = µr =
β1
j +2
= Y (12)
and
µsv = µiv = βv1/2. (13)
The growth rate of red squirrels (β1,rs = 0.33) is an average of the rates found in the literature, i.e., 4
individuals per litter at 1 litter per year (Steel [1998]). The death rates are determined from equation
(12), which depends on the number of relapses in the system. For example, for a red squirrel host-
vector system with one relapse, Yrs = 0.0825.
The soft-bodied ticks average 3 clutches over their approximately 10 year lifespan with roughly 50
eggs per clutch. Thus the tick’s birth rate is βv1 = 1.25. Following equation (13), we get death rates of
µsv = µiv = 0.625 for the tick compartments.
The rate at which an individual transitions from infected compartments and to a removed compartment
is assumed to be the same for all compartments. However, two special cases are considered: 1) a con-
stant total (overall compartments) infection transition rate and 2) a constant compartmental infection
transition rate.
For case 1, the total infection transition rate is kept constant (i.e., an individual in I1 transitions to the
removed compartment R in the same time period, regardless of the number ( j) of infected compart-
ments). This total infection rate T , with units of individuals per month is then split equally amongst
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the relapse and recovering rates. For example, a system with one relapse ( j = 2 infected compart-
ments) would produce rates α1 = γ = 2T . This can then be generalized for any number of infected
compartments, e.g.,
α1 = ... = α j−1 = γ = jT = Z1. (14)
For case 2, the time that an individual takes to move from compartment to compartment is fixed. As
more infected compartments are added to the system, the corresponding constant rates are γ = α1 =
... = α j−1, for j infected compartments. This constant compartmental transition rate is denoted Z2
individuals per month.
Field parameter estimates have not yet been made for these transition rates (i.e., relapse and recovery
rates). Laboratory results from 3 red squirrels indicate a transition rate of approximately 7.5 individ-
uals per month for a single compartment (Burgdorfer and Mavros [1970]). Then Z1 = j7.5 and will
vary depending on the number of infected compartments ( j) in system and Z2 = 7.5.
Ticks are assumed to bite a host once every 3 months (i.e., f = 0.33), and competency values cv = 0.85
will be used for the probability of transmission for vectors and crs = 0.8 for red squirrels. Competency
values are between 0 and 1 and thus modify the transmission rate of the infection by multiplying the
biting rate. Burgdorfer and Mavros (1970) observed a high competency in both ticks and squirrels.
They also conducted laboratory tests on deer mice and noted a much lower competency for this species.
This observation is incorporated in numerical tests of the coupled host-vector system (see case 3,
section 1.7.3).
The carrying capacity for the system is determined specifically for WHI. On WHI there are approxi-
mately 425 ha of suitable habitat for red squirrels with up to a maximum of 2 individuals per suitable
habitat patch. Thus the carrying capacity (S̄rs) is estimated at 850 red squirrels. The carrying capacity
for soft bodied tick populations (S̄v) is virtually unknown. However, it is assumed that they are limited
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to the nests of their hosts and initial field collections have found as many as 14 in one nest. Thus, the
resulting carrying capacity for the WHI’s red squirrel host-vector system is S̄v,rs = 11,900 ticks.
Initial trapping estimated a total population of 425 red squirrels with 7% infected. However, it is
unknown how many relapses the infected individuals may have had before they were trapped and
Srs(0) = 425 will be used with no initial infected compartments. Ticks were found in only 10% of
all nests, with an average of 10 ticks per nest, of which 50% were infected. Thus, in simulations
initial susceptible and infected tick population values for the red squirrel system of Sv,rs(0) = 212.5
and Iv,rs(0) = 212.5 will be used.
Table 1.2: Parameter values in the TBRF model for j− 1 relapses between j infected compartments
(rates are per month, competency values are probabilities (per bite)). The subscripts rs and dm denote
values used in the red squirrel and deer mouse host-vector system, respectively. Note that if the
subscripts do not appear, then the parameter is the same value in both systems.
Notation Description Value
Srs(0), Sdm(0) Initial host susceptible 425
I j,rs(0), I j,dm(0) Initial host infected from infected population j 0
Rrs(0), Rdm(0) Initial host removed 0
Nrs(0), Ndm(0) Initial host total 425
crs Red squirrel host competency 0.8
cdm Deer mouse host competency (coupled system case 3) 0.2
Z2 Host transition rates, case 2 7.5
S̄rs, S̄dm Host carrying capacity 850
β1,rs, β1,dm Host logistic growth rate 0.33
µs,rs, µs,dm Host susceptible death rate 0.33/( j +2)
µi j,rs, µi j,dm Host infected death rate from infected population j 0.33/( j +2)
µr,rs, µr,dm Host removed death rate 0.33/( j +2)
Sv,rs(0), Sv,dm(0) Initial vector susceptible 212.5
Iv,rs(0), Iv,dm(0) Initial vector infected 212.5
Nv,rs(0), Nv,dm(0) Initial vector total 425
cv Vector competency 0.85
S̄v,rs, S̄v,dm Vector carrying capacity 11,900
βv1 Vector logistic growth rate 1.25
µsv = µiv Vector death rates 0.625
f Vector biting rate with own host 0.33
f̄ Vector biting rate with alternate host 1.00
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1.4 Equilibrium Analysis
To begin the study of the disease dynamics, an equilibrium stability analysis is performed on the DFE
by the extraction of R0. Here a single host-vector model is considered. The model is analyzed with no
relapses, and one relapse between j = 2 infected compartments (i.e., I1 individuals relapse at rate α1
to infected population I2). The results are then extended to any number of relapses.
1.4.1 R0 with no relapses
A single host-vector model with no relapses ( j = 1) is first analyzed. The variables in this model are
the number of susceptible hosts S(t), infectious hosts I1(t), removed hosts R(t), susceptible vectors
Sv(t), and infected vectors Iv(t). The total host population is N = S+ I1 +R, and the total vector popu-
lation is Nv = Sv + Iv (see Figure 1.1 for compartmental diagram). The equations for the time evolution
of these populations are as follows
Host equations (15):
Ṡ = β(N)− f cvIv SN −µsS
İ1 = f cvIv SN − γI1−µi1I1
Ṙ = γI1−µrR.
Vector equations (16):
Ṡv = βv(Nv,N)− f cSv I1N −µsvSv
İv = f cSv I1N −µivIv.
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The mathematics is simplified by considering an equivalent non-dimensional system. First a new time
scale is defined, τ = γt, and the equations are rescaled. The result is
Host equations (17):
dS
dτ = a1N−
a1−bs
S̄ N
2− kIv SN −bsS
dI1
dτ = kIv
S
N − I1−bi1I1
dR
dτ = I1−brR.
Vector equations (18):
dSv
dτ = av1NvN−
av1S̄−bsv
S̄v
N2v − lSv I1N −bsvSv
dIv
dτ = lSv
I1
N −bivIv.
The populations are then scaled by the initial host population, N(0). The resulting rescaled host vari-
ables, s, i1, and r, indicate the fraction of the initial population in the susceptible, infectious, and
recovered classes, and the total non-dimensional host population becomes n = s + i1 + r. The vec-
tor compartments, sv and iv, represent susceptible and infectious vectors, respectively, normalized by
N(0). The total vector population thus becomes nv = sv + iv. The resulting dimensionless system is
Host equations (19):
ds
dτ = a1n−a2n
2− kiv sn −bss
di1
dτ = kiv
s
n − i1−bi1i1
dr
dτ = i1−brr.
Vector equations (20):
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dsv
dτ = ãv1nvn− ãv2n
2
v − lsv i1n −bsvsv
div
dτ = lsv
i1
n −biviv.
where a2 = a1−bss̄ , ãv1 = av1N(0), ãv2 =
av1 s̄N(0)−bsv
s̄v
, and other parameters are as shown in Table 1.
To evaluate the invasiveness of the disease in this system, linear analysis is used to determine the
stability of the DFE. The Jacobian of the system evaluated at the DFE (s̄,0,0, s̄v,0) is
J =

a1s̄−2a2s̄−bs a1−2a2s̄ a1−2a2s̄ 0 −k
0 −1−bi1 0 0 k
0 1 −br 0 0
ãv1s̄v ãv1s̄v− l s̄vs̄ ãv1s̄v ãv1s̄−2ãv2s̄v−bsv ãv1s̄−2ãv2s̄v
0 l s̄vs̄ 0 0 −biv

(21)
with the following eigenvalues
λ1 =−br (22)
λ2 = a1s̄−2a2s̄−bs (23)
λ3 = ãv1s̄−2ãv2s̄v−bsv (24)
λ4 = (−1)(biv +bi1 +1)−
√
(biv +bi1 +1)2−4(biv +bi1biv− kl
s̄v
s̄
) (25)
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λ5 = (−1)(biv +bi1 +1)+
√
(biv +bi1 +1)2−4(biv +bi1biv− kl
s̄v
s̄
). (26)
Then λ1 < 0, λ2,λ3 < 0 and recapitulate the stability conditions for the DFE subspace shown in section
2.2 (in terms of the original parameter values µs < β1 and µsv < βv1S̄ in equation (11)), and λ4,λ5 are
the critical eigenvalues. Since the real part for both λ4 and λ5 is negative, then the DFE can be: 1) a
stable node if the discriminant of (26) ≥ 0 and λ5 < 0, 2) a saddle point if the discriminant of (26) ≥ 0
and λ5 > 0, and 3) a stable spiral if the discriminant ≤ 0 in (26).
For case 1, in which the DFE is a stable node
1 >
kl
biv(1+bi1)
s̄v
s̄
. (27)
For case 2, in which the DFE is a saddle point
1 <
kl
biv(1+bi1)
s̄v
s̄
. (28)
And for case 3 a stable spiral around the DFE will occur with
(biv +bi1 +1)2 < 4(biv +bi1biv− kl
s̄v
s̄
). (29)
A similar condition can be obtained by extracting R0 following the techniques developed by van den
Driessche and Watmough [2002]. The size of the system is first reduced by considering only i1 and
iv, and the rate of appearance of new infections and the rate of transfer between compartments for all
other processes respectively,
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d
dτ
 i1
iv
= w− v =
 kiv sn
lsv i1n
−
 i1 +bi1i1
biviv
 . (30)
The Jacobians of the vector fields w and v evaluated at the DFE are
W (s̄,0,0, s̄v,0) =
 0 k
l s̄vs̄ 0
 , and V (s̄,0,0, s̄v,0) =
 1+bi1 0
0 biv
 . (31)
The basic reproductive number, R0, is given by the dominant eigenvalue of WV−1 (see Theorem 2
from van den Driessche and Watmough [2002]), which is
R0 =
√
kl
biv
s̄v
s̄
[
1
(1+bi1)
]
. (32)
When R0 = 1, the DFE is marginally stable. R0 = 1 is identical to the condition for λ5 = 0 (see
(28)), e.g., the stable node becomes a saddle. R0 can be written in terms of the original variables and
parameters as
R0 = f
√
ccv
µiv
S̄v
S̄
[
1
(γ+µi1)
]
. (33)
From this it is apparent that R0 is directly proportional to the biting rate ( f ), competency values (c and
cv), and carrying capacity ratio ( S̄vS̄ ). It is inversely proportional to the vector death rate (µiv), and the
rates that move individuals out of the infected compartments (γ and µi1).
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1.4.2 R0 with one relapse
For the system with one relapse ( j = 2 infected compartments), the host compartments, s, i1, i2, and
r, indicate the fractions of the initial population in the susceptible, infectious, and recovered classes,
so that the total rescaled host population is n = s + i1 + i2 + r. The vector compartments, sv and iv,
represent susceptible and infectious vectors, respectively, scaled to the initial number of hosts. The
total vector population thus becomes nv = sv + iv. The resulting dimensionless system is
Host equations (34):
ds
dτ = a1n−a2n
2− kiv sn −bss
di1
dτ = kiv
s
n −q1i1−bi1i1
di2
dτ = q1i1− i2−bi2i2
dr
dτ = i2−brr.
Vector equations (35):
dsv
dτ = ãv1nvn− ãv2n
2
v − lsv i1n − lsv
i2
n −bsvsv
div
dτ = lsv
i1
n + lsv
i2
n −biviv.
Computing R0 the reduced set of equations (following van den Driessche and Watmough [2002]) are
d
dτ

i1
i2
iv
= w− v =

kiv sn
0
lsv i1n + lsv
i2
n
−

q1i1 +bi1i1
−q1i1 + i2 +bi2i2
biviv
 . (36)
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Note that only progression from s to i1 and sv to iv are considered to be new infections. The corre-
sponding Jacobian matrices of w and v evaluated at the DFE describe the linearization about the DFE
in terms of new infection occurrences,
W =

0 0 k
0 0 0
l s̄vs̄ l
s̄v
s̄ 0
 and V =

q1 +bi1 0 0
−q1 1+bi2 0
0 0 biv
 . (37)
The basic reproductive number, R0, again is given by the dominant eigenvalue of WV−1, which, in
terms of the original variables and parameters is
R0 = f
√
ccv
µiv
S̄v
S̄
[
1
(α1 +µi1)
[
1+
α1
(γ+µi2)
]]
. (38)
R0 is directly proportional to the biting rate ( f ), competency values (c and cv), and carrying capacity
ratio ( S̄vS̄ ) and inversely proportional to the vector death rate (µiv) and the rate that moves individuals
out of the first infected compartments (α1 and µi1). In addition, R0 now has the term (1 + α1γ+µi2 )
corresponding to the ratio of relapsing rate (α1) to rates that move individuals out of the final infected
population (γ and µi2). Note that because α1γ+µi2 is added to 1, the addition of the term always increases
R0.
1.4.3 R0 for more than one relapse
The form of R0 can now be inferred for j−1 relapsing rates between j infected compartments.
R0 = f
√
ccv
µiv
S̄v
S̄
[
1
(α1 +µi1)
[
1+
α1
(α2 +µi2)
[
...
[
1+
α j−1
(γ+µi j)
]]]]
. (39)
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Thus, a pattern emerges as more infected compartments are added: a nesting sequence of terms that
increase the value of R0 and potentially contribute to a change in stability of the DFE. In addition, R0
can be specified for the two different relapse rate assumptions. Recall that Z1 and Z2 are the total and
compartmental infection transition rates, respectively, with Z1 = j7.5 and dependent on the number
infected compartments in the system and Z2 = 7.5. The total infection transition rate for case 1 is
R0 = f
√√√√ccv
µiv
S̄v
S̄
j
∑
i=1
Zi−11
(Z1 +Y )i
(40)
and case 2, the constant compartmental transition infection rate, is
R0 = f
√√√√ccv
µiv
S̄v
S̄
j
∑
i=1
Zi−12
(Z2 +Y )i
. (41)
For a potentially stable DFE, the following parameter changes will decrease the value of R0: 1) The
biting rate ( f ) decreases. 2) The carrying capacity of the hosts (S̄) increases. 3) The death rate of
infected vectors (µiv) increases. 4) A decrease in competency values for either host and vector (c or cv
respectively). 5) The carrying capacity of vectors (S̄v) decreases. 6) An increase in the terms α1 or µi1,
which are the rates that track the proportion of individuals that transition out of I1. 7) An additional
layer in the nesting terms corresponding to an increased number of relapses, [1+ α j−1(γ+µi j) ], will always
increase the value of R0. However, to reduce this increase, α j−1 can decrease, which corresponds to
longer relapses, or by increasing the terms γ, α j−2, and µi j, corresponding to a faster transitions out of
any of the I j compartments.
Figure 1.2 shows R0 for j = 20 infected compartments for the red squirrel host-vector system. The
DFE critical value of R0 = 1 is plotted (solid line) as reference. Case 1 is plotted for T = 2, which
corresponds to the total infection transition rate of 2 individuals per 1 month (dashed line) and T = 1,
which refers to the total disease transition rate of 1 individual per 1 month (dash-dotted line). In
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case 1 T = 2, R0 is always greater than 1 for any given number of infected compartments, which
corresponds to an unstable DFE. In contrast, for T = 1 the DFE is stable for all values of j infected
compartments. Case 2 has a constant compartmental transition rate (Z2 = 7.5) and thus the total disease
transition time increases with more relapses in a system (dotted line). This function crosses R0 = 1 at
3 relapses between j = 4 infected compartments (R0 = 0.932) and 4 relapses between j = 5 infected
compartments (R0 = 1.042).
Figure 1.2: R0 values from equations (32)-(34) for increasing number of relapses ( j = 20 infected
compartments). T = 2 corresponds to the total disease transition time of 2 individuals per 1 month
(dashed line). T = 1 refers to the total disease transition time of 1 individual per 1 month (dash-dotted
line). Case 2 reflects the constant compartmental transition time and thus the total disease transition
time increases when more relapses are added to the system (dotted line). The DFE critical value of
R0 = 1 is plotted as a solid line.
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1.5 Numerical Analysis
In this section the analytical results is verified through numerical simulations of the single red squirrel
host-vector model. First, the host populations versus time are plotted for the systems with 3 and 4
relapses, corresponding to the R0 values that fall around the critical value of 1 (R0 = 0.932 for the
system with 3 relapses and R0 = 1.042 for the system with 4 relapses). Bifurcation diagrams are
created for the equilibria of the system as the parameter f is varied.
1.5.1 Single Host-Vector System Simulations
The system of differential equations (1)-(2) is solved using a fourth order Runge-Kutta method (written
in Python). Numerical simulations were conducted for the red squirrel host-vector system parameters
at 3 relapses or j = 4 infected compartments (R0 = 0.932) and 4 relapses or j = 5 infected compart-
ments (R0 = 1.042). The red squirrel host populations are initialized with 425 susceptible individuals
and no individuals in the infected or removed compartments. 50% of the vectors are assumed to be
infected and thus Sv,rs(0) = Iv,rs(0) = 212.5. Parameters for the red squirrel host-vector system are
summarized in Table 1.2.
Figure 1.3 shows the results of the numerical simulations. When the system has 3 relapses, the host
system variables approach the DFE, i.e., the susceptible population approaches the carrying capacity of
the system (Figure 1.3a) and all other infected and removed variables approach 0 (Figure 1.3c). With
4 relapses the host variables approach the endemic equilibrium (the EE), in which case, the infected
variables are now non-zero (Figures 1.3b and 3d).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.3: Host populations for the red squirrel host-vector system for (a) 3 relapses between j = 4 in-
fected compartments (R0 = 0.932), (b) 4 relapses between j = 5 infected compartments (R0 = 1.042),
(c) 3 relapses between j = 4 infected compartments (zoomed to show infected populations approaching
DFE), and (d) 4 relapses between j = 5 infected compartments (zoomed to show infected populations
approaching endemic equilibrium). The host populations are initialized with 425 susceptible individ-
uals and no individuals in the infected or removed compartments. 50% of the vectors are assumed to
be infected and thus Sv,rs(0) = Iv,rs(0) = 212.5. Parameters for the red squirrel host-vector system are
summarized in Table 2.
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1.5.2 Bifurcation Analysis
The branch following software AUTO in XPPAUT (Computational Mathematics and Visualization
Laboratory, Concordia University, Montreal, Canada) is used to create bifurcation diagrams which are
shown in Figure 1.4. The models for the red squirrel host-vector system are analyzed with j = 1,2,3,4
infected compartments. The biting rate, f , is used as the bifurcation parameter and the L2-norm of
the fixed point is plotted as f is varied. There is a transcritical bifurcation at fc when R0 = 1 with an
exchange of stability between the DFE and the EE. Note that for large enough initial conditions the
system will be unstable for f < fc. Figure 1.4b shows that increasing the number of relapses in the
system decreases the value of the fc. This is consistent with the results from section 1.5.3, in that the
addition of more relapses increases the value of R0.
1.6 Coupled Host-Vector Model
1.6.1 Model Equations
In this section the single host-vector model is expanded to include two hosts, namely red squirrels
and deer mice. The tick vectors are assumed to be essentially immobile. Because of this immobility,
the vectors are considered to be in separate vector systems feeding on their own hosts (either red
squirrels or deer mice). Transmission occurs by ticks biting hosts in the nest, with parameter f , and
is further controlled by competency values of either the ticks (cv) or hosts (crs or cdm for red squirrel
and deer mice, respectively). However, there is a small probability of ticks coming in contact with the
alternate host (e.g., red squirrels visiting the nests of deer mice or vice versa), which could result in
vectors feeding on either host. The transmission of the infection between ticks and alternate hosts is
controlled by the biting rates between a vector and alternate hosts, and is denoted by f̄ .
Figure 1.5 is a compartmental diagram for the two systems with no relapses. The first host-vector
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.4: Bifurcation diagrams for a single host-vector system with j = 1,2,3,4 infected compart-
ments for a) entire diagram and b) zoomed diagram around the intersection of branches (i.e., where
R0 = 1).
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system (Srs, I1,rs, Rrs, Sv,rs, Iv,rs) is coupled with the second system (Sdm, I1,dm, Rdm, Sv,dm, Iv,dm) through
three mechanisms: 1) f̄ cv, which is the coupled biting rate modified by the tick competency through
which an infected tick bites a host from a different system, 2) f̄ crs, which is the coupled biting rate
modified by the red squirrel competency in that a susceptible tick in a deer mouse nest bites an infected
red squirrel, and 3) f̄ cdm, which is the biting rate modified by the deer mouse competency, such that
a susceptible tick in a red squirrel nest bites an infected deer mouse. The parameters remain as in the
single host vector system, denoted with additional subscripts to represent the respective host-vector
system (either rs or dm), and are explained in Tables 1-2.
To begin, a two host-vector model with no relapses ( j = 1) is analyzed. The number of susceptible
hosts in the red squirrel system is denoted Srs(t), infectious hosts I1,rs(t), and removed hosts Rrs(t).
The vector compartments are susceptible vectors Sv,rs(t) and infected vectors Iv,rs(t). The total red
squirrel host population is Nrs = Srs + I1,rs +Rrs and the total vector population in the red squirrel sys-
tem is Nv,rs = Sv,rs + Iv,rs. Likewise, the deer mouse host-vector system consists of susceptible hosts,
Sdm(t), infectious hosts, I1,dm(t), removed hosts, Rdm(t), susceptible vectors, Sv,dm(t), and infected
vectors, Iv,dm(t). The total host population is thus Ndm = Sdm + I1,dm +Rdm, and the total vector popu-
lation is Nv,dm = Sv,dm + Iv,dm.
Host equations for red squirrel system (42):
Ṡrs = β(Nrs)− f cvIv,rs SrsNrs − f̄ cvIv,dm
Srs
Nrs
−µs,rsSrs
İ1,rs = f cvIv,rs SrsNrs + f̄ cvIv,dm
Srs
Nrs
− γI1,rs−µi1,rsI1,rs
Ṙrs = γI1,rs−µr,rsRrs.
Vector equations for red squirrel system (43):
Ṡv,rs = βv,rs(Nv,rs,Nrs,Ndm)− f crsSv,rs I1,rsNrs − f̄ cdmSv,rs
I1,dm
Ndm
−µsvSv,rs
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Figure 1.5: Conceptual model showing the two coupled systems. The red squirrel host-vector system
(Srs, I1,rs,Rrs,Sv,rs, Iv,rs) is coupled with the deer mouse host-vector system (Sdm, I1,dm,Rdm,Sv,dm, Iv,dm)
through three mechanisms: 1) f̄ cv, the rate times competency at which an infected tick bites a host
from the alternative system, 2) f̄ crs, the rate times competency at which a susceptible tick in a deer
mouse nest bites an infected red squirrel, and 3) f̄ cdm, the rate times competency that a susceptible tick
in a red squirrel nest bites an infected deer mouse. The parameters remain as in a single host vector
system. See Tables 1-2 for a summary of notation.
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İv,rs = f crsSv,rs
I1,rs
Nrs
+ f̄ cdmSv,rs
I1,dm
Ndm
−µrsIv,rs.
Host equations for deer mouse system (44):
Ṡdm = β(Ndm)− f cvIv,dm SdmNdm − f̄ cvIv,rs
Sdm
Ndm
−µs,dmSdm
İ1,dm = f cvIv,dm SsmNsm + f̄ cvIv,rs
Sdm
Ndm
− γI1,dm−µi1,dmI1,dm
Ṙdm = γI1,dm−µr,dmRdm.
Vector equations for deer mouse system (45):
Ṡv,dm = βv,dm(Nv,dm,Nrs,Ndm)− f cdmSv,dm
I1,dm
Ndm
− f̄ crsSv,dm I1,rsNrs −µsvSv,dm
İv,dm = f cdmSv,dm
I1,dm
Ndm
+ f̄ crsSv,dm
I1,rs
Nrs
−µivIv,rs.
As in section 1.4.1, the logistic model is used for the growth rate of the red squirrel and deer mice hosts
(β(Nrs) and β(Ndm) in equations (42) and (44), respectively) and the logistic model with additional de-
pendency on the number of hosts for each vector system (βv,rs(Nv,rs,Nrs,Ndm) and βv,dm(Nv,dm,Nrs,Ndm)
in equations (43) and (45) respectively). These formulas are as follows
β(Nrs) = β1,rsNrs−
(
β1,rs−µs,rs
S̄rs
)
N2rs (46)
βv,rs(Nv,rs,Nrs,Ndm) = βv1,rsNv,rs(Nrs +Ndm)−
(
βv1,rsS̄rs−µsv
S̄v,rs
)
N2v,rs, (47)
β(Ndm) = β1,dmNdm−
(
β1,dm−µs,dm
S̄dm
)
N2dm (48)
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βv,dm(Nv,dm,Nrs,Ndm) = βv1,dmNv,dm(Nrs +Ndm)−
(
βv1,dmS̄dm−µsv
S̄v,dm
)
N2v,dm, (49)
where β1,rs, βv1,rs, β1,dm, and βv1,dm are the logistic growth rates and S̄rs, S̄v,rs, S̄dm, and S̄v,dm are the
constant carrying capacities for the respective host and vector populations.
1.6.2 Disease Free Equilibrium
In the absence of disease, the system steady state is (S∗rs, I
∗
1,rs,R
∗
rs,S
∗
v,rs, I
∗
v,rs,S
∗
dm, I
∗
1,dm,R
∗
dm,S
∗
v,dm, I
∗
v,dm)=
(S̄rs,0,0, S̄v,rs, S̄dm,0,0, S̄v,dm). The total population becomes, Nrs = S̄rs, Ndm = S̄dm, Nv,rs = S̄v,rs, and
Nv,dm = S̄v,dm. This steady state is the DFE for the coupled host-vector system with no relapses. Again
the disease free subspace that is spanned by the Srs, Sv,rs, Sdm, and Sv,dm directions is invariant. The
dynamics restricted to this subspace are governed by
Ṡrs = β1,rsSrs−
(
β1,rs−µs,rs
S̄rs
)
S2rs−µs,rsSrs (50)
Ṡdm = β1,dmSdm−
(
β1,dm−µs,dm
S̄dm
)
S2dm−µs,dmSdm (51)
Ṡv,rs = βv1Sv,rs(Srs +Sdm)−
(
βv1S̄rs−µsv
S̄v,rs
)
S2v,rs−µsvSv,rs (52)
Ṡv,dm = βv1Sv,dm(Srs +Sdm)−
(
βv1S̄dm−µsv
S̄v,dm
)
S2v,dm−µsvSv,dm. (53)
The stability of the DFE in this subspace is determined by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian evaluated
at the steady state,
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J(S̄rs, S̄v,rs, S̄dm, S̄v,dm) =

−β1,rs +µs,rs 0 0 0
βv1S̄v,rs −βv1S̄rs +µsv βS̄v,rs 0
0 0 −β1,dm +µs,dm 0
βv1S̄v,dm 0 βv1S̄v,dm −βv1S̄dm +µsv

, (54)
which are
λ1 =−β1,rs +µs,rs, λ2 =−βv1S̄rs +µsv,
λ3 =−β1,dm +µs,dm, and λ4 =−βv1S̄dm +µsv. (55)
Since all the parameters in (55) are positive, then the DFE restricted to this subspace will be stable if
µs,rs < β1,rs, µsv < βv1S̄rs,
µs,dm < β1,dm, and µsv < βv1S̄dm. (56)
1.6.3 Numerical Analysis
Analytical results are almost intractable for systems such as (42)-(45). Instead, numerical simulations
can be performed to understand long-term stability patterns and illustrate the effects of the coupled
system parameters. The system of differential equations (42)-(45) is solved using a 10-dimensional
fourth order Runge-Kutta method (written in Python). In two of the three cases examined, the initial
conditions and parameter values for the two systems are identical. For the 3rd case, the competency
values for the two systems are not the same (see Table 2 for specific values). The software package
Maple is used to find the dominant eigenvalue of WV−1 for the coupled system, which is R0. Figure
1.6 plots R0 verses the coupled biting rate parameter, f̄ , to illustrate cases 1 and 2. Note that R0 < 1
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for the uncoupled ( f̄ = 0) systems.
In case 1 the coupled biting rate parameter, f̄ , is set to zero (Figure 1.7a). Then there are two in-
dependent host-vector systems with identical compartments (e.g., Srs(t) = Sdm(t)). In addition, the
susceptible populations approach the carrying capacities of each respective system and the infected
and removed compartments tend to zero, suggesting the DFE is stable as predicted by R0 = 0.611 < 1.
For case 2 (Figure 1.7b) the coupled biting rate parameter is f̄ = 1.0. This case also produces identical
compartments as in case 1, but now the infected and removed compartments persist (i.e., nonzero
equilibrium values) suggesting the existence of an EE. This is consistent with the fact that R0 = 2.463
for these parameter values.
Figure 1.6: Coupled host-vector numerical R0 values for changing coupled biting rate.
Finally, case 3 sets crs > cdm and shows an example of how changing parameters specific to each
individual system can distinguish host-vector system compartments (Figure 1.7c). With crs = 0.8 and
cdm = 0.2 there are different compartmental values for each system. For example, Srs(t) < Sdm(t) and
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Rrs(t) > Rdm(t) because more red squirrels become infected than deer mice due to a higher competency
value. In addition, as in case 2, the infected and removed compartments persist, which is consistent
with the fact that for R0 = 4.098 and EE exists for these parameter values.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1.7: Coupled host-vector system for when (a) Case 1 f̄ = 0 (R0 = 0.611), (b) Case 2 f̄ = 1.0
(R0 = 2.463), and (c) Case 3 crs = 0.8 > cdm = 0.2 (R0 = 4.098).
1.7 Summary
A disease model was presented that describes a single host-vector system with a relapsing class of host
individuals specifically used to investigate TBRF system dynamics. Analytical techniques allowed
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for the generalization of R0 with increasing number of relapses, and parameters were identified that
affect the elimination of the disease (e.g., biting rates, competency values, and carrying capacities).
Numerical analysis confirmed the existence of a DFE or EE, depending on parameter values, such
as biting rates. Finally, a spatially-implicit version of the model through a coupled biting rate was
presented. This coupled transmission dynamics is captured by a small probability of ticks coming in
contact with the alternate host, which results in vectors feeding on either host. The coupled system was
numerically explored and R0 was extracted to understand how multiple host-vector systems potentially
affect the elimination or persistence of infected populations.
Chapter 2
Computational Landscape Ecology
2.1 Introduction
Spatially-explicit simulations of gene flow in complex landscapes are essential to explain observed
population responses and provide a foundation for landscape ecology and the emerging field of land-
scape genetics. To address this need, a spatially-explicit, individual-based population genetics pro-
gram (CDPOP) has been developed and documented in section 2.2. CDPOP implements individual-
based population modeling with Mendelian inheritance and k-allele mutation on a resistance land-
scape. Through this, it simulates changes in population and genotypes through time as functions
of individual-based movement, reproduction, mortality, and dispersal on a continuous cost surface
(Landguth and Cushman [2010]).
CDPOP is validated in section 2.3, where it is demonstrated how combining landscape effects on
gene flow with processes such as dispersal and mating, is essential in building a conceptual founda-
tion for landscape genetics. It is particularly important to determine how classical population genetic
models compare to this type of individual-based landscape genetic model when assessing individ-
ual movement and its influence on population genetic structure. To this end, classical Wright-Fisher
34
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models and spatially-explicit, individual-based, landscape genetic models are used to simulate gene
flow via dispersal and mating in a series of landscapes that represent two patches of habitat sepa-
rated by a barrier. In this study a mathematical formula is developed that predicts the relationship
between barrier strength (i.e., permeability) and the migration rate (m) across the barrier, thereby link-
ing spatially-explicit landscape genetics to classical population genetics theory. The reliability of the
formula is assessed by obtaining population genetics parameters (m, FST ) using simulations for both
spatially-explicit and Wright-Fisher simulation models for a range of gene flow rates. Next, some
assumptions in the Wright-Fisher model are relaxed to show changes in population substructure (i.e.,
FST ) (Landguth et al. [2010a]).
In section 2.3, an application of CDPOP to the fields of landscape ecology and landscape genetics is
presented. Specifically, the time for landscape barrier signatures to become detectable and the time it
takes for the signature to disappear after barrier removal is quantified. CDPOP simulations are used
to compare the ability of individual-based and population-based statistics to detect barriers. A wide
range of movement strategies, including neighbor dispersal, long distance dispersal, and panmixia, are
simulated. It was discovered that the lag time for the signal of a new barrier to become established
is short (1-15 generations using Mantel’s r), suggesting that individual-based approaches allow early
detection of population fragmentation. Also, given neighbor mating and very short distance dispersal
strategies, historical discontinuities from more than 100 generations ago might still be detectable. This
suggests that historical events and landscapes could have long-term effects that confound inferences
about the impacts of current landscape features on gene flow. In constrast, populations of organisms
with relatively large dispersal distances will lose the signal of a former barrier within 10 to 20 genera-
tions (Landguth et al. [2010b]).
From the results presented in this chapter, it is evident that individual-based landscape genetic ap-
proaches can improve the ability to predict the effects of existing landscape features on genetic struc-
ture and connectivity. In addition, this approach can provide a general framework for investigating the
interactions between movement and landscape resistance that drive population genetic patterns and
connectivity across complex landscapes.
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A primary goal for landscape genetics is predicting how
landscape features influence genetic structure and gene
flow patterns in natural populations (Manel et al. 2003;
Holderegger & Wagner 2006). Classic population genetic
theory is founded on several critical simplifying assump-
tions, including discretely bounded and panmictic popu-
lations, or simple isolation by distance (Wright 1943).
However, real populations occupy spatially complex
landscapes in which populations are rarely discretely
bounded or internally panmictic, and in which spatial
heterogeneity fundamentally alters simple predictions of
isolation by Euclidean distance or geographical barriers.
The mathematics of population genetics in spatially com-
plex environments is difficult and closed form solutions
akin to those of classical population genetics may be
intractable. Recent studies have investigated the effects
of landscape structure and seascape structure on gene
flow patterns (Antolin et al. 2006; Cushman et al. 2006;
Neville et al. 2006; Hansen & Hemmer-Hansen 2007), but
simulation modelling might be the best means to help
establish mechanistic explanations and provide a founda-
tion for spatial population genetic theory.
We have developed a simulation program (CDPOP) to
predict the influences of landscape structure on emer-
gence of spatial patterns in population genetic data as
functions of individual-based movement, breeding and
dispersal. The model represents landscape structure flex-
ibly as resistance surfaces whose value represents the
stepwise cost of crossing each location. The model simu-
lates mate selection and dispersal as probabilistic func-
tions of cumulative cost across these resistance surfaces.
Breeding is simulated with Mendelian inheritance and
k-allele mutation, a commonly used mutation model (Bal-
loux 2001; Manel et al. 2007). The user specifies the loca-
tions and genotypes of the initial population and the
model simulates spatially explicit population genetic
change through time as functions of individual based
movement (mate choice and dispersal), mating, mutation
and mortality on a continuous cost surface. The model is
specifically designed to enable explicit quantification of
how landscape resistance affects gene flow patterns. Sim-
ulations with different resistance grids allow quantifica-
tion of the effects of different landscape conditions on
genetic connectivity and the time required for the spatial
patterns of genetic relatedness to equilibrate. CDPOP pro-
vides functionality to simulate different movement and
mating functions, direct calculation of HE, HO, F, FIS, FST,
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and FIT for each simulated time step, and Monte Carlo
and batch capability to enable simulation of many runs of
many different parameter sets from a single input file.
CDPOP provides a number of functions not available in
other published spatial genetic simulation models. It is
the only individual-based model published to date that
simulates genotypes of each individual in a spatially
structured population as functions of mating, dispersal
and mutation on flexible resistance landscapes. There are
very basic differences between CDPOP and SPLATCHE (Cur-
rat et al. 2004) to the extent that we feel there is no real
redundancy among them in terms of functionality or
questions to which they are most suited. SPLATCHE com-
bines SIMCOAL (Excoffier et al. 2000) simulation of molecu-
lar genetic diversity in a set of discrete deems using
backward coalescent approaches with spatial migration.
SPLATCHE simulations first simulate migration as a func-
tion of environmental friction and local carrying capacity,
and then simulate genetic diversity under a coalescent
framework This differs fundamentally in several ways
from CDPOP: (i) individual based rather than deme based;
(ii) a forward simulation of individual genotypes of all
individuals in spatially structured population; and (iii)
dispersal and mating in CDPOP are explicitly cost functions
across heterogeneous landscapes. CDPOP is partly redun-
dant with EASYPOP (Balloux 2001) when used to simulate
panmictic demes separated by full or partial barriers (e.g.
demes with zero or nonzero migration rates among
them). However, CDPOP greatly extends functionality in
simulating spatial population genetics by being able to
incorporate virtually unlimited models of landscape
effect on gene flow. The flexibility of CDPOP to represent
gene flow as any resistance surface allows comparison of
isolation by barriers, Euclidean distance and multiple
landscape resistance hypotheses within a single simula-
tion framework. This is unique among the tools available
at present.
Program description
CDPOP simulates population dynamics and genetic
exchange for a given cost distance matrix and n ) (x,y)
located individuals. Examples of types of cost distances
from each individual to every other individual include
least accumulative cost distance (i.e. Dijkstra’s algorithm)
or Euclidean distance. The model can flexibly incorporate
absolute or partial barriers, and panmixia within this cost
distance modelling framework. This is critical to provide
a consistent and comparable framework to evaluate the
pattern-process relationships resulting from isolation by
landscape resistance, isolation by Euclidean distance and
isolation by barriers (Cushman et al. 2006). The user must
provide an existing cost distance matrix recording the
cumulative movement cost among all pairs of genotyped
individuals as input to the model. Common approaches
to calculating cost distance matrices in landscape genetics
include the COSTDISTANCE function in ArcGIS (ESRI Corp.),
the PATHMATRIX program (Ray 2005) and the CIRCUITSCAPE
program (McRae & Beier 2007).
The simulation assumes constant population size and
density over time. Individuals are assumed to occupy a
fixed grid on the landscape that is user defined by the
n ) (x,y) located individuals. The density of the grid may
be uniform, or a function of resistance level or habitat
suitability. Fixing the population on a constant grid
serves several purposes, with associated tradeoffs. The
major advantage of simulating constant population is
that it enables explicit separation of the effects of land-
scape resistance on gene flow from those caused by spa-
tially dynamic population size. This separation is
important for those seeking to quantify the independent
effects of landscape patterns on population structure, dif-
ferentiation and gene flow. The second advantage is com-
putational efficiency. Initializing the model to a fixed
grid of occupied locations greatly increases efficiency as
recalculation of cost distances following movement or
dispersal is obviated. The major drawback is that by fix-
ing population size the model cannot explore interactions
between population dynamics, gene flow and landscape
structure, which is a potentially illuminating area. Future
versions of CDPOP will allow for dynamic fluctuation of
population size and density.
Figure S1 shows the model logic and sequence of
tasks implemented in the simulation. The first step in
implementing the model is reading in a table of input
parameters specifying movement, mating, birth, death
and genetic processes and other run parameters
(Table 1). Next, the model reads each n ) (x,y) individual
location, initial genotype, age and sex. The genotype of
each locus for each individual can be initialized by ran-
domly choosing from a file containing allele frequencies
for each locus, or by reading in a file containing the initial
multilocus genotypes of all the individuals. The initial
age structure of the population is specified by an input
file specifying the initial age frequency. The sex of each
individual is randomly assigned.
There are four movement functions that define how
individuals choose a mate and disperse to a free grid
location: linear, inverse square, nearest neighbour and
random mixing. The probability of movement for each
individual is a function of the cost distance from that
individual to every other individual, based on one of
these four movement functions. With the nearest neigh-
bour movement function, an individual moves to
the available grid location nearest to its initial location.
Random mixing moves an individual to a grid location
that is randomly chosen from the n grids in the popula-
tion. In linear and inverse square movement functions,
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individuals move a distance from their initial location
based on a draw from a probability distribution inversely
proportional to a linear or inverse square distance func-
tion. The user specifies the maximum dispersal distance.
In the linear distance function, this maximum dispersal
distance is where the probability function goes to zero.
The probability is maximum at no distance from the ori-
ginal location and goes to zero at the maximum dispersal
distance, with a constantly decreasing probability at
intermediate distances, such that the area under the line
from no distance to the maximum dispersal distances
integrates to 1, corresponding to 100% probability that
individuals will move a distance between zero and the
maximum dispersal distance.
Reproduction is defined by the user as either asexual
or sexual. With asexual reproduction, all n individuals
mate and bear offspring, with mates selected according
to the movement function choice and without regard to
any gender or mating type. It is important to note that
this ‘asexual’ reproduction is functionally the sexual par-
ing of hermaphroditic individuals; thus it is asexual in
the sense that there are no distinct sexes, but is sexual in
the sense that individuals mate with other individuals,
exchanging genes in Mendelian reproduction. In sexual
Table 1 Program input and output
Input Description
Program files cdmatrix.csv A [N · N] cost distance matrix, where N ‡ n and n is the number
of grid values (or individuals) on the landscape
xycdmatrix.csv The N ) (x,y) coordinate values
agedistribution.csv The distribution that is used to initialize the model’s n individuals’ age structure
allelefrequency.csv The allele frequency distribution for each locus, used to initialize the model’s
n individual’s genotype
xygrid.csv The n ) (x,y) grid location values
Model initialize Batch lines The repeated number of input lines to implement multiple runs with differing
parameter inputs
Monte Carlo The repeated number of simulations to be conducted for the Monte Carlo method
Loop time Simulation run time [year or generation]
Mating process Reproduction answer Y for sexual reproduction and N for asexual reproduction
Movement process Function answer Movement function answer [1 = Linear, 2 = Inverse Square, 3 = Nearest Neighbour,
4 = Random Mixing]
Movement threshold A threshold option (in cost distance units) for how far an individual can search for
a mate and an offspring can disperse
Birth process Reproduction age The age at which individuals can reproduce
Litter size The number of offspring each mate pair can have
[1 = Random, 2 = Poisson, 3 = Constant]
Female Born Per cent number of female born in each litter
Death process Adult mortality Per cent mortality in the adult population
Offspring mortality Per cent mortality in the offspring population
Genetic process Initialization Initializing the genotype for each n ) (x,y) [Random = maximized the genetic diversity,
File = draws from allele frequency distribution file, Known = reads geneotype
information from a given known file]
Gene swap year The time that genetic information is exchanged
Loci The number of loci
Alleles The number of alleles per locus
Mutation rate The k-allele model rate for mutation
Output Description
Output files Grid(time).csv The genotype for each n ) (x,y) across specified time units
Cdmatrix(n).csv The cost distance matrix used for the n grid locations
Edmatrix(n).csv The Euclidean distance matrix used for the n grid locations
Gdmatrix(n_time).csv The genetic distance matrix used for the n grid locations for specified
year of the simulation run [braycurtis = the Bray–Curtis distance measure,
Dps = proportion of shared alleles, Da = Nei’s] following
Output.csv A file of the various data measures at each year: (Population, Emigrants,
Deaths, Births, Immigrants, Total Females, Total Males, Total Breeding
Age Females, Total Breeding Age Males, Alleles, HE, HO, F, FST, FIT, FIS,
Alleles Mutated, Average Mate Distance, Average Offspring Dispersal Distance)
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reproduction, mated pairs are one male to possibly many
or no females, and the end of the mating process occurs
when all females have mated. Each mated pair can have
a number of offspring that is a bounded random draw,
a Poisson draw with specified mean, or a constant num-
ber. Mendelian inheritance with k-allele mutation (rate
chosen by the user) is used to generate the offspring’s
genotype and the sex assignment is random.
Dispersal of offspring occurs from the mother’s (x,y)
location according to the selected movement function.
The vital rates (birth and death) define whether or not the
population will have emigrants or immigrants. If mortal-
ity of the adults creates a situation in which the number
of free grids cells is less than the number of offspring,
then the remaining offspring that did not disperse to the
free cells emigrate out of the population (i.e. are
removed). If mortality of the adults creates a situation in
which the number of free cells is greater than the number
of offspring, then the offspring will disperse to the free
cells and the remaining free cells are filled with immi-
grants. Immigration can also occur if there are free grid
spots that are beyond the movement threshold of all off-
spring, specified in units of the cost distance. The immi-
grants have age 0, random assigned sex and genotype
drawn randomly from the current populations’ allele fre-
quency distribution.
There are five model outputs (Table 1). The first is a
series of coma delimited files specifying the locations,
genotypes, age and sex of each individual at specified
simulation years. The second and third outputs are the
cost distance matrix and Euclidean distance matrix for
the n ) (x,y) grid locations. The fourth is the genetic dis-
tance matrix at specified years among individuals calcu-
lated using either the Bray–Curtis percentage
dissimilarity measure (Legendre & Legendre 1998), pro-
portion of shared alleles (Bowcock et al. 1994), or Nei’s
genetic distance (Nei et al. 1983). The final output is a file
containing yearly values for various population parame-
ters, formatted to facilitate graphical display (Table 1).
As the model simulates stochastic processes, most
applications will necessarily involve simulating multiple
runs and quantifying mean and variability of genetic
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 1 Expected heterozygosity (grey line) and observed heterozygosity (black line), compared with theoretical expectation (black-
dashed line, see eqns 1–2) for the example of the four landscape resistance scenarios: (a) panmictic, (b) isolation by Euclidean distance,
(c) isolation by barrier and (d) isolation by a simple model of landscape resistance (Note that this is only an example of one simulation
run for each of the scenarios.).
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structure across many runs. Thus, we have added Monte
Carlo option, which allows the user to choose the number
of runs to simulate given a single set of input parameters.
In addition, a user may also frequently wish to launch
several runs with different parameter values simulta-
neously. To address this, we have included a batch capa-
bility, in which each line of the input model parameter
file specifies a separate analysis, each of which could
include any number of Monte Carlo runs. The user speci-
fies the number of Monte Carlo runs in the input parame-
ter file line, with one folder created for each batch line
containing subfolders created for each Monte Carlo run
containing all five outputs described above.
Example simulation
An example provides a basic understanding of model
functionality and performance. The example simulates
genetic exchange without mutation in a population of
1248 individuals under four landscape resistance scenar-
ios: (i) panmictic, (ii) isolation by Euclidean distance, (iii)
isolation by barrier, and (iv) isolation by a model of land-
scape resistance taken from Cushman et al. (2006). We
provide basic graphical output from the model, including
comparison of simulation results to theoretical predic-
tions of loss of heterozygosity over time (Fig. 1) and basic
analysis of the genetic distances over time, plots of Man-
tel’s r correlating genetic distance and cost distance over
time (Fig. 2. Mantel’s r was produced using the Ecodist
library in R (rproject.org).
HE and HO (the expected and observed heterozygosity
respectively for the n individuals) are shown in Fig. 1,
compared with curves for decay of heterozygosity pro-
duced according to the equation:
Ht ¼ 1
1
2Ne þ 1
 t
HOð0Þ; ðeqn1Þ
where
Ne ¼
4NMNF
NM þNF
; ðeqn2Þ
and Ht is the theoretical rate of decay after t generations,
HO(0) is initial heterozygosity, NM is the total number of
males and NF is the total number females. HE is calcu-
lated at each simulation time as the estimated fraction of
all individuals who would be heterozygous based on
allele frequency in an ideal Hardy–Weinberg population.
HO is the proportion of individuals that are heterozygous
at each simulation year.
Fig. 2 Mantel tests on a sample of the 1248 total points (875 points within the interior and away from the edge points) with 1999 permu-
tations to test for significance of correlation for the example of the four landscape resistance scenarios: (a) panmictic (Mantel r between
genetic distance and Euclidean distance; eight of 101 values were significant at a = 0.05, which is approximately the expectation of exper-
iment-wise error because of randomness), (b) isolation by Euclidean distance (Mantel r between genetic distance and Euclidean distance;
all values were significant), (c) isolation by barrier (Mantel r between genetic distance and barrier model distance; all values were signifi-
cant) and (d) isolation by a simple model of landscape resistance (Mantel r between genetic distance and landscape model distance; all
values were significant).
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The model shows Whalund effects for the three spatial
resistance scenarios such that a deficit of heterozygotes
develops, as expected from population genetic theory
whenever there is substructure or barriers (Fig. 1; Allen-
dorf & Luikart 2007). The simulations show rapid crea-
tion of genetic substructure in the three spatial scenarios,
with no substructure developing in the panmictic sce-
nario, as expected (Fig. 2).
The program is written in PYTHON 2.5.2 and provided
with installation instructions for most platforms, along
with sample input files, which may be used as templates
for constructing new input files according to the format
described above. CDPOP has been debugged as carefully as
possible by testing simulation results against analytical
expectations in all cases where they exist. This program
can be obtained free of charge http://LandguthResearch.
dbs.umt.edu/software/, by emailing a request for
electronic delivery to erin.landguth@umontana.edu.
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Figure 2.3: CDPOP schematic of program steps.
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Figure 2.4: An example of a population of 1248 individuals and four landscape resistance scenarios:
a) panmictic, b) isolation by Euclidean distance, c) isolation by barrier, d) and isolation by a simple
model of landscape resistance. In the panmictic case resistance values across the full landscape are set
to 0, effectively making all mating and dispersal spatially random. In the Euclidean case all resistance
values are set to 1, making all mating and dispersal a direct function of Euclidean distance. In the
barrier case there is resistance of 0 in all cells except for the barrier, which can have any positive non-
zero value. This results in random mating and dispersal on either side of the barrier, and no breeding
or dispersal across the barrier. In the landscape case resistance is defined by the user. In this example
we use the resistance map identified by Cushman et al. (2006) as the strongest predictor of gene flow
in an American black bear population.
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Abstract
Linking landscape effects on gene flow to processes such as dispersal and mating is essential
to provide a conceptual foundation for landscape genetics. It is particularly important to
determine how classical population genetic models relate to recent individual-based land-
scape genetic models when assessing individual movement and its influence on population
genetic structure. We used classical Wright–Fisher models and spatially explicit, individual-
based, landscape genetic models to simulate gene flow via dispersal and mating in a series of
landscapes representing two patches of habitat separated by a barrier. We developed a mathe-
matical formula that predicts the relationship between barrier strength (i.e., permeability)
and the migration rate (m) across the barrier, thereby linking spatially explicit landscape
genetics to classical population genetics theory. We then assessed the reliability of the func-
tion by obtaining population genetics parameters (m, FST) using simulations for both spa-
tially explicit and Wright–Fisher simulation models for a range of gene flow rates. Next, we
show that relaxing some of the assumptions of the Wright–Fisher model can substantially
change population substructure (i.e., FST). For example, isolation by distance among individu-
als on each side of a barrier maintains an FST of 0.20 regardless of migration rate across the
barrier, whereas panmixia on each side of the barrier results in an FST that changes with m as
predicted by classical population genetics theory. We suggest that individual-based, spatially
explicit modelling provides a general framework to investigate how interactions between
movement and landscape resistance drive population genetic patterns and connectivity across
complex landscapes.
Keywords: computer simulation, FST, gene flow, habitat fragmentation, isolation by distance,
landscape genetics, partial barriers, population connectivity, spatial statistics
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Introduction
A primary goal of landscape genetics is to understand
how landscape features influence genetic structure and
gene flow patterns in natural populations (Manel et al.
2003; Holderegger & Wagner 2006; Storfer et al. 2007; Bal-
kenhol et al. 2009a). Much of classical population genetic
theory is founded on several simplifying assumptions,
including discretely bounded and panmictic populations
in a homogeneous environment (Wright 1943). However,
most organisms occupy heterogeneous landscapes in
which populations are seldom discretely bounded and
internally panmictic. This spatial complexity may funda-
mentally alter interpretations of spatial population
genetic structure and FST estimates. The mathematics of
population genetics in spatially complex environments is
difficult, and closed-form solutions akin to those of classi-
cal population genetics are generally intractable (Epper-
son 2003). Spatial modelling with computer simulations
is an attractive alternative in which the effects of land-
scape heterogeneity can be stipulated as spatial processes
and the resulting population genetic patterns can be
assessed (e.g., Currat et al. 2004; Manel et al. 2007).
Correspondence: Erin L. Landguth, Fax: (406) 243-2674; E-mail:
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Extensive investigations using spatial simulations
have been conducted addressing the effects of autocorre-
lation on genetic patterns (see Sokal et al. 1989, 1998;
Epperson 1993, 2003). For example, effects of spatial auto-
correlation in homogeneous landscapes have been
explored at fine scales (Epperson 1995, 2007). However,
the effect of simple landscape heterogeneity, such as mul-
tiple different resistance barriers, is not tested under
these models.
Recent empirical studies have detected the effects of
landscape features and seascape structure on gene flow
patterns (Antolin et al. 2006; Cushman et al. 2006; Neville
et al. 2006; Perez-Espona et al. 2008; Selkoe et al. 2008;
Pavlacky et al. 2009; Schwartz et al. 2009; Murphy et al.
2010) and suggest that spatially explicit, individual-based
approaches might often be the best means to help estab-
lish correlative explanations and provide a foundation
for spatial population genetic theory in heterogeneous
landscapes. Furthermore, landscape effects on genetic
connectivity can potentially provide insights into key bio-
logical processes, such as individual movement patterns
of mating or dispersal (Storfer et al. 2007), and link back
to classical population genetics by estimating gene flow
(i.e., through m and FST).
A rapidly growing number of empirical studies use
landscape genetic approaches, yet there remains limited
understanding of the basic influences of spatial complex-
ity on population genetic processes (but see Ezard & Tra-
vis 2006; Murphy et al. 2008; Balkenhol et al. 2009b;
Cushman & Landguth 2010). Simulation studies are
needed to verify reliability, develop theory, and link new
landscape genetic approaches to the rich theory of classi-
cal population genetics (Hedrick 2005). In this study, we
use a spatially explicit, individual-based cost distance
landscape genetic models to explore how gene flow
parameters are related to individual-based landscape
genetic processes and classical population genetic theory.
We had four specific objectives. Our first objective was
to derive a mathematical function to predict the relation-
ship between barrier strength and the migration rate
across the barrier, linking population genetic theory to
landscape genetics. Second, we sought to verify the reli-
ability of the function by simulating migration rates asso-
ciated with a range of barrier strengths. Third, we
compared simulation results from a recently published
individual-based, spatially explicit population genetics
model with a frequently used population-based genetics
program under ideal Wright–Fisher assumptions to show
the equivalence of the simulation approaches under ideal
conditions. Fourth, we explored how relaxing some of
the assumptions of the Wright–Fisher model to use more
biologically realistic parameters substantially changes
population substructure. The mathematical function we
derive explicitly predicts the interpopulation migration
rate as a function of individual-based movement and bar-
rier permeability. Our study demonstrates how individ-
ual-based, cost distance modelling of population genetics
can provide a framework to understand relationships
between biological processes and population genetic
patterns across landscapes.
Models and methods
Objective 1: functional relationship between migration
rate and landscape resistance
Our analysis is based on simulating gene flow via mating
and dispersal in a simple landscape (Fig. 1). Mating is
defined as movement of a gamete (e.g., males migrating
to mate or pollen flow across a barrier), whereas dis-
persal refers to offspring movement across the landscape.
The landscape is populated by 1000 individuals, with 500
on either side of a barrier. We stipulate a range of resis-
tance values for this barrier, relative to a maximum
organism dispersal distance (e.g., how far an individual
could possibly move on the landscape). The conceptual
framework for this analysis considers the probability of
dispersal to any given location or mating with any given
potential mate to be a function of the cost of traversing
the resistant landscape from the original location occu-
pied by the individual, defined as a movement cost
(Landguth & Cushman 2010). In this context, we define a
partial barrier as a landscape feature whose resistance
attenuates but does not completely eliminate gene flow
between the two ‘populations’ separated by the land-
scape feature.
Given the strength of the partial barrier and the stipu-
lated maximum organism dispersal distance, it is
straightforward to derive a mathematical function pre-
dicting classical interpopulation migration (m) as a func-
tion of partial barrier strength and maximum organism
dispersal distance. We define m as the proportion of indi-
viduals in a population (or area) that are immigrants as
in classical population genetics. We define a movement
threshold (T), as the maximum distance in cost units that
any one individual can disperse or mate on the land-
scape. For example, if T equals 100, then a movement
across a barrier with resistance of 100 would not be possi-
ble. Similarly, a movement across 10 grid spaces (pixels),
each with a resistance of 10, would be the maximum dis-
persal distance.
We define partial barrier strength (B) with units of
movement cost as the resistance of the partial barrier rel-
ative to T. Thus, for all B < T, B is a partial barrier that
would allow for some migration across the barrier, with a
complete barrier blocking all migration at B ‡ T (i.e., two
isolated populations). Likewise, when there is no barrier
present (B = 0), we obtain a maximum migration rate of
 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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m = 0.5 indicating equal probability of any individual
dispersing to either side of the putative barrier (i.e., one
large panmictic population). We restrict partial barrier
strengths to be between 0 and T, as negative barrier
strengths are undefined and all barrier strengths larger
than T are equivalent. Given two equally sized panmictic
population groups separated by a barrier of strength B
and for an organism with maximum dispersal ability T,
we suggest that
m ¼ T  B
2T  B : ð1Þ
In other words, proportion of migrants (m) is a func-
tion of individual movement ability relative to the
strength of the partial barrier.
Objective 2: testing the relationship between migration
rate and landscape resistance
The biological processes that influence migration rate (m)
are dispersal or gamete movement (e.g. pollen flow or
male mating migrations). Importantly, by simulating
individual mating and dispersal, we can explicitly link
interpopulation migration rate (m) and the behaviour of
individual organisms. This link is critical, as it provides a
mechanistic underpinning for classical population-based
analyses of genetic substructure among populations in
terms of individual behaviour.
We sought to confirm that eqn (1) correctly expressed
the relationship between migration rate and barrier
strength using an individual-based, spatially explicit
model (CDPOP; Landguth & Cushman 2010) that simu-
lates movement and mating as functions of cost distances
across a resistant landscape. Cost distance modelling
allows patterns of genetic distance between individuals
to be correlated with landscape features by building
resistance surfaces that assign different resistance-to-
movement values to different landscape features (e.g., a
high resistance to movement might be assigned to a
known barrier). Landscapes created through this
approach are based typically on raster data that divide
landscapes into many cells (pixels) with unique values
that depict different habitat or vegetation types, eleva-
tion, slope, or other landscape features (see Cushman
et al. 2006; Epps et al. 2007; Perez-Espona et al. 2008).
Cells are given weights or ‘resistance values’ reflecting
the presumed influence of each variable on movement of
the species in question. A matrix of movement costs can
then be computed based on shortest cost paths algo-
rithms between all pairs of individuals. Common
approaches to calculating cost distance matrices in land-
scape genetics include Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra
1959), CIRCUITSCAPE (McRae & Beier 2007), PATHMA-
TRIX (Ray 2005), and COSTDISTANCE in ArcGIS (ESRI
Corp., Redlands, CA, USA).
We used CDPOP to simulate genetic exchange in a
single Wright–Fisher population with no substructure for
30 varying levels of a given barrier strength, B (see
Table 1). All scenarios were run for 1500 generations with
10 repetitions of 1000 spatially random located individu-
als separated by a barrier of the given strength B to create
two populations (see Fig. 1 for an example of one sce-
nario and one repetition). Within each population on
either side of the barrier, there is no cost to movement
(i.e., each pixel value that is not a barrier pixel has a resis-
tance of 0). The following CDPOP parameter conditions
were selected to simulate a Wright–Fisher population
process: (i) random mating with replacement (CDOPOP
Fig. 1 Simulated landscape. An example
of 1000 randomly located individuals on a
resistance surface of zeros and a partial
barrier resistance, B = 0.7500. The vertical
line in the middle is the partial barrier.
 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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parameters ‘Freplace’ and ‘Mreplace’); (ii) two popula-
tions in the landscape (CDPOP parameter ‘twopopans’);
(iii) no mating across the barrier [CDPOP parameter
‘matemovethresh’ set to the partial barrier strength (B)
and dispersal movement threshold (‘dispmovethresh’)
was set to the movement threshold strength (T)]; (iv) off-
spring number (CDPOP parameter ‘offno’) was set to 3
and 1 offspring per mating (‘lmbda’ = 1) (i.e., this in
combination with (ii) will not produce immigrants and
offspring will disperse to fill both populations); and (v)
non-overlapping generations (CDPOP parameter
‘oldmortpercent’).
For all CDPOP simulation scenarios, we tracked the
number of individuals (converted to proportions) that
dispersed across the barrier and plotted the barrier
strength (B) and proportion of migrants (m) as reported
in Table 1 along with eqn (1). If eqn (1) correctly specifies
the relationship between migration rate and landscape
resistance, then the numbers of simulated migrants will
fall along the same curve as migrants predicted with eqn
(1).
Objective 3: comparability of individual-based
simulation and Wright–Fisher population simulation
under ideal conditions
EASYPOP (Balloux 2001) is widely used to simulate Wright–
Fisher population genetic processes for individuals
divided among populations. Importantly, it allows the
specification of the probability of migrants (m) among
these populations. By specifying a certain proportion of
migrants among populations, EASYPOP allows simulation
of a wide range of spatially structured populations with
internal panmixia and probabilistic migration among
demes.
We compared simulations from CDPOP with those of
EASYPOP to confirm that the two models produce equiva-
lent results under ideal Wright–Fisher population pro-
cesses. Specifically, we conducted a series of simulations
in each program to verify the equivalence of results
produced by a spatially explicit, individual-based cost
distance genetic model with those of a model simulating
demes linked by migration when the cost distance model
is parameterized to reflect Wright–Fisher conditions. This
enabled us to verify that the relationship between migra-
tion rate and barrier strength in terms of proportion of
individuals that disperse across a semi-permeable barrier
(in CDPOP) is equivalent to migration rates in terms of
proportion of alleles that transfer from one population to
another (in EASYPOP).
To accomplish this, we simulated nine migration rates
in EASYPOP and the nine corresponding partial barrier
strengths in CDPOP predicted by eqn (1). See * in Table 1
for the specific values used for the simulation compari-
sons. All simulations were run for 1500 generations, with
30 loci, initiated with a maximal alleles possible per locus
of 30 (starting with 900 total possible alleles and mean
Ho = 0.967) and a k-allele mutation rate of 0.0005 in a
two-sex, equal sex-ratio, random-mating structure. We
compared rates of loss of heterozygosity between the
CDPOP and EASYPOP simulations to verify that CDPOP
correctly expressed the expectation of the Wright–Fisher
system. For each time step of each simulation, we aver-
aged the 10 replicates, calculated the migration rate (m),
and plotted FST between the two populations and num-
ber of alleles per locus over the 1500 generations.
Objective 4: effects of relaxing assumptions of Wright–
Fisher on spatial genetic structure
The final component of our analysis involved simulating
two simple deviations away from Wright–Fisher popula-
Table 1 Partial barriers and barrier strength (B) with the
corresponding migration rates estimated using eqn (1) and from
simulations using CDPOP with T = 1. The Kendall tau rank
correlation coefficient was used to measure the strength of
association between the migration rates from eqn (1) and the
CDPOP simulations giving s = 1 and P-value < 0.0001, a perfect
ranking. * indicates the m used for the EASYPOP simulations.
B,
Barrier strength
m,
Eqn (1)
m,
CDPOP
CI,
CDPOP
0.0000 0.5000* 0.5000 (0.49659, 0.50237)
0.0500 0.4872 0.4870 (0.47713, 0.49510)
0.1000 0.4737 0.4736 (0.47154, 0.47643)
0.1500 0.4595 0.4601 (0.45584, 0.46880)
0.2000 0.4444 0.4441 (0.44256, 0.45033)
0.2500 0.4286 0.4299 (0.42448, 0.43159)
0.3000 0.4118 0.4115 (0.41049, 0.41623)
0.3500 0.3939 0.3934 (0.38542, 0.40219)
0.4000 0.3750 0.3755 (0.36757, 0.37744)
0.4500 0.3548 0.3554 (0.35219, 0.36401)
0.5000 0.3333 0.3340 (0.33320, 0.33487)
0.5500 0.3103 0.3110 (0.30968, 0.31388)
0.6000 0.2857 0.2858 (0.28064, 0.29499)
0.6500 0.2593 0.2593 (0.25062, 0.26917)
0.7000 0.2308 0.2303 (0.22423, 0.23759)
0.7500 0.2000* 0.2001 (0.19849, 0.20307)
0.8000 0.1667 0.1664 (0.16639, 0.17085)
0.8235 0.1500* 0.1508 (0.14916, 0.15325)
0.8500 0.1304 0.1304 (0.12694, 0.13056)
0.8888 0.1000* 0.1019 (0.09978, 0.10319)
0.9000 0.0909 0.0907 (0.09025, 0.09423)
0.9473 0.0500* 0.0549 (0.05347, 0.05619)
0.9500 0.0476 0.0480 (0.04445, 0.04890)
0.9898 0.0100* 0.0107 (0.01028, 0.01148)
0.9949 0.0050* 0.0055 (0.00507, 0.00596)
0.9989 0.0010* 0.0011 (0.00092, 0.00131)
1.0000 0.0000* 0.0000 (0.00000, 0.00000)
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tion processes with CDPOP. First, we examined mating
across a barrier (i.e., gamete movement), in addition to
dispersal (i.e., permanent one-time movement of an indi-
vidual offspring). We define mating across a barrier as
breeding migrations, as in Hogg (2000). We allowed indi-
viduals to mate across the partial barriers (independent
of dispersal) by changing the ‘matemovethresh’ from the
partial barrier strength (B) to the movement threshold
strength (T) for the CDPOP simulation scenario (c). Sec-
ond, we added a uniform cost across the grid to simulate
isolation by Euclidean distance on either side of partial
barriers. Specifically, we changed the input resistance
surface to stipulate the range of partial barrier strengths,
but with isolation by Euclidean distance rather than pan-
mixia on either side of the barrier (i.e., each pixel value
that is not a barrier pixel now has a resistance value of 1
rather than 0). We then compared changes in FST for these
partial barriers plus isolation by distance (IBD) scenarios
to those ideal Wright–Fisher scenarios described earlier
to determine the effects of increasing spatial complexity
on population genetic structure.
Results
Objective 1 and 2: relationship between migration rate
and landscape resistance
Equation (1) accurately predicts interpopulation migra-
tion rate (m) as a curve-linear function of individual-
based dispersal across barriers of different strength
(Fig. 2). The Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient was
used to measure the strength of association between the
migration rates from eqn (1) and the CDPOP simulations,
giving s = 1 and P-value < 0.0001 (Table 1).
Objective 3: comparability of individual-based
simulation and Wright–Fisher population simulation
under ideal conditions
Spatially explicit, individual-based simulations in
CDPOP were equivalent to EASYPOP when simulating
Wright–Fisher populations separated by complete and
partial barriers (Fig. 3). The simulations show that the
two programs produced the same increase in FST, as
functions of generation time under Wright–Fisher popu-
lation processes. Comparison between EASYPOP and
CDPOP scenarios of increasing partial barrier strength
shows identical genetic substructure and increasing FST
with increasing barrier strength until a complete barrier
is in place.
The differences in heterozygosity reflected through
FST for all barrier strength scenarios are displayed in
Fig. 3, with the exceptions of simulation scenarios
for B = 0.7500, B = 0.8235, and B = 0.8888, as they are
identical to the scenario with B = 0.9473. In all cases, EASY-
POP and CDPOP produce identical predictions when
CDPOP is set to Wright–Fisher parameters.
Objective 4: effects of relaxing assumptions of
Wright–Fisher on spatial genetic structure
Notable differences were observed when individuals
were allowed to mate and disperse following an isolation
by Euclidean distance process on either side of the barri-
ers. Departure between EASYPOP and CDPOP simulations
is apparent when CDPOP allowed movement through
dispersal and mating (breeding migration) across barri-
ers, effectively increasing m and producing a lower FST
(Fig. 3b,c). When a complete barrier is in place (Fig. 3a),
mating cannot occur across the barrier, and the genetic
structure predicted by CDPOP becomes equivalent to the
EASYPOP results.
The effects of isolation by Euclidean distance are
much more persistent and stable than effects of isolation
by partial barriers across a broad range of partial barrier
strengths. Interestingly, all partial barrier strengths pro-
duced similar levels of FST, with equilibration at approxi-
mately 0.20 at about 700 generations (Fig. 3a–e) with the
exception of no barrier (Fig. 3f). This suggests that IBD
processes produce a consistent effect on genetic structure
across all levels of partial barrier strength, which is quite
strong in comparison to the effects of the partial barrier
itself.
Fig. 2 Migration rate as a function of landscape resistance. The
line is the predicted relationship between migration rate and
partial barrier strength from eqn (1), while the diamond markers
are the results of CDPOP simulation of (B,m) pairs. Note that the
confidence intervals for the migration rates in CDPOP are too
small to be viewed on this scale. The Kendall tau rank correla-
tion coefficient was used to measure the strength of association
between the migration rates from eqn (1) and the CDPOP simu-
lations giving s = 1 and P-value < 0.0001, a perfect association.
 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Discussion
One of the major challenges that landscape genetics is
facing is translating parameters such as migration rates
(m) from classical population genetics models (e.g., dis-
cretely bounded panmictic populations) into expectations
for spatially structured populations (e.g., isolation by
landscape resistance) in complex environments. A
component of this challenge is re-expressing classical
population-based population genetic formulae in an indi-
vidual-based, spatially explicit context within a heteroge-
neous landscape. This would improve our ability to
understand effects of violating various simplifying
assumptions of classical Wright–Fisher and metapopula-
tion models. Specifically, including more realism in mat-
ing systems, population dynamics, movement behaviour,
and the effects of landscape features on these spatial
population processes is essential to understand land-
scape genetic approaches and how they relate to popula-
tion genetic theory.
We have taken three initial steps in this process. First,
we showed that the interpopulation migration rate (m)
can be expressed as a property of individual-based, spa-
tially explicit, stochastic simulation modelling on resis-
tant landscapes. This is important because individual
movements are the mechanisms through which popula-
tion genetics patterns and processes are affected. This
provides a cross-walk between ideal population genetics,
where the biotic processes (e.g. actual movement pat-
terns) are often hidden or simplified, and individual-
based approaches that explicitly stipulate biotic processes
(e.g. individual movement). Knowing the relationship
between m and B could potentially help quantify and
rank landscape discontinuities, such as barriers; the
(a) (b)
(d)
(f)(e)
(c)
Fig. 3 FST for simulations of different B.
The average FST over the 10 replicates
through 1500 generations for six of the
nine comparison simulations: (a) complete
barrier with barrier strength B = 1.0000
and m = 0.0000; (b) partial barrier with
B = 0.9989 and m = 0.0010; (c) partial bar-
rier with B = 0.9949 and m = 0.0050; (d)
partial barrier with B = 0.9989 and
m = 0.0100; (e) partial barrier with
B = 0.9473 and m = 0.0500; (f) no barrier
with B = 0.0000 and m = 0.5000. Compari-
son simulations for B = 0.7500, B = 0.8235,
and B = 0.8888 are not shown as they are
identical to the scenario (e). Output from
EASYPOP and the separate CDPOP runs
are shown in each subfigure: EASYPOP
simulations (solid line – EASYPOP), CDPOP
simulations compared to EASYPOP (dashed
line – CDPOP), in which individuals were
not allowed to mate across the barriers,
CDPOP simulations, in which individuals
were allowed to mate across the barriers
(dotted line – Mate On), and CDPOP sim-
ulations, in which individuals were
allowed to mate across the barriers in
combination with an isolation by Euclid-
ean distance structure on either side
(dashed-dotted line – IBD).
 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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relationship could also be applied more broadly to think
about gradients of landscape resistance in addition to
localized barriers. However, we note the potential limita-
tions in eqn (1) in that it has been tested with two popula-
tions governed by panmixia and separated by a single
barrier. Future research includes testing these relation-
ships between m and B under more complex landscapes
that include isolation by distance and multiple barriers
for an arbitrary number of populations.
Second, confirming that spatially explicit simulations
with simple biotic processes give the same FST as ideal
population genetic patterns provides a key foundation
for studies of the landscape genetics in heterogeneous
environments. Extensive verification of m vs. B confirmed
the functional relationship and the reliability of the indi-
vidual-based landscape genetics approach used in
CDPOP. For spatially explicit, individual-based models
to be used with confidence to explore interactions
between complex landscape structure, population pro-
cesses, and spatial genetic structure, it is first necessary to
demonstrate that they produce correct results that are
strictly comparable to deme-based population genetic
models under ideal Wright–Fisher simulations. This
work demonstrates this; individual-based, spatially
explicit simulation reproduces the genetic patterns
expected under ideal conditions and also provides virtu-
ally unlimited flexibility to explore how increased com-
plexity and realism in landscape structures, and
movement and mating processes affect spatial popula-
tion genetic substructure.
Third, we showed that replacing some of the assump-
tions of the Wright–Fisher model with more biologically
realistic parameters, including mating across a barrier (in
addition to dispersal), and then isolation by distance on
either side of the barrier, can substantially change popu-
lation substructure assessments. As partial barriers are
specified, genetic substructure measured by FST increases
as partial barrier strength increases for both the EASYPOP
and CDPOP simulation comparisons. However, when
mating is allowed across this barrier (e.g., gamete move-
ment) in addition to dispersal, FST declines as expected
owing to more genetic exchange through mating (in
addition to offspring dispersal). However, this is only the
case when the barrier strength is strong enough (e.g.,
FST > 0.05) to show genetic substructure. This shows how
even small changes in rules governing movement among
populations can have large effects on resulting popula-
tion genetic substructure and highlights the importance
of adopting a flexible, generalized framework in which a
large range of movement and mating systems can be
evaluated and compared. It also suggests that it might be
possible to infer the rates of dispersal or ‘mating migra-
tions’ on population structure; For example, if we know
one rate (e.g. dispersal) along with FST, we could estimate
the other (mating migration rate) essentially dividing the
genetic m into two components of variation leading to
wider ecological interpretation.
Our analysis shows that replacement of assumptions
of inner-population panmixia with isolation by distance
has large effects on FST, also seen with hierarchical struc-
turing (Murphy et al. 2008). As expected, no genetic
structure is seen in the global panmictic scenarios simu-
lated through EASYPOP or CDPOP through a FST of zero.
As isolation by distance with partial barriers is specified
in CDPOP, FST increases relative to scenarios specifying
partial barriers between otherwise panmictic demes.
Interestingly, FST equilibrates at essentially the same
value (0.20) in every IBD simulation scenario with a bar-
rier. This suggests that partial barrier effects are highly
sensitive to the relative strength of the barrier, but IBD
effects are not. However, it is also necessary to discuss
the ecological implications for what was found. If organ-
isms mostly disperse and mate within a small radius,
then only few individuals will actually encounter the bar-
rier, influencing a smaller fraction of the entire popula-
tion and thus leading to a stronger IBD effect. Future
research involves how isolation by distance of individu-
als interacts with migration rates, relative strengths of the
barriers, and individual dispersal distances through com-
parisons of correlative landscape features (e.g., through
Mantel r). Specifically, research is needed that allows
understanding of a barrier as a local effect and landscape
gradients as global effects and especially in species with
limited dispersal abilities (Landguth EL, Cushman SA,
Schwartz MK, McKelvey KS, Murphy M, Luikart G,
unpublished data).
Our simulation results suggest that partial barrier
effects on FST are influenced by co-occurring isolation by
Euclidean distance effects and that IBD effects are persis-
tent and stable across all levels of partial barrier strength,
including the no barrier scenario. This emphasizes the
importance of casting landscape genetic processes in
terms of isolation by differential resistance across contin-
uous space, rather than focusing on identifying discrete
barrier features (e.g. Cushman et al. 2006; Cushman &
Landguth 2010). Researchers should also test for isolation
by distance among individuals (e.g. within population
samples) before computing FST between sampling areas
or populations to avoid potential bias (e.g. inflation) of
FST values.
Individual-based, cost distance modelling of popula-
tion genetics provides a powerful framework to under-
stand relationships between biological processes and
population genetics patterns across complex landscapes.
Specifically, spatially explicit, individual-based models
will be valuable tools for the study of landscape genetics
by increasing our understanding about the effects of life
history, vagility, and differential models of landscape
 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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resistance on the genetic structure of populations in
complex landscapes. By enabling simulation of complex
relationships between landscape structure, and individ-
ual-based mating and dispersal, these approaches enable
exploration of how spatial complexity in the environment
interacts with organism ecology and behaviour to influ-
ence the spatial genetic structure of populations.
This is the frontier that separates landscape ecology
and population genetics. This frontier will be closed over
time as more simulation studies are conducted evaluat-
ing the effects of different kinds of spatial pattern–pro-
cess relationships and different variations in organism
movement and mating behaviour (Cushman 2006; Epps
et al. 2007; Murphy et al. 2010). Simultaneously, these
simulation efforts will enable fruitful integration of
empirical analyses with the expectations under known
pattern–process relationships (Murphy et al. 2008). This
will provide a valuable support for empirical analyses.
Spatial analysis of empirical data can be used to infer pat-
tern–process relationships governing population genetic
substructure (e.g. Cushman et al. 2006); spatial simula-
tion of the inferred process can then be used to evaluate
the ability of that inferred process to correctly re-create
the observed genetic pattern. This combination of empiri-
cal induction and simulation deduction provides a strong
framework for improved rigour in landscape genetic
inference (Cushman & Landguth 2010).
This study shows how classical population genetics
models based on ideal Fisher–Wright populations can be
connected to spatially explicit, individual-based models
to better understand movement ecology and improve our
ability to interpret FST in terms of dispersal and mating
across barriers. By moving away from simplistic ideal
models towards more complex spatial processes at the
individual level, we have produced a glimpse of how
sensitive spatial genetic structure may be to the details of
how organism behaviour and ecology interact with land-
scape complexity.
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Abstract 17 
 18 
Understanding how spatial genetic patterns respond to landscape change is crucial for advancing 19 
the emerging field of landscape genetics.   We quantified the time until landscape barrier 20 
signatures become detectable and the lag time after barrier removal until the signature 21 
disappears.  We used spatially-explicit, individual-based simulations to compare sensitivity of 22 
individual-based and population-based statistics to detect barriers.  We simulated a wide range of 23 
movement strategies including neighbor dispersal, long distance dispersal, and panmixia.   24 
Individual-based approaches using Mantel r respond approximately 10 times faster to the 25 
creation of a new barrier than do population-based measures using FST.  The lag time for the 26 
signal of a new barrier to develop is short using Mantel r (1-20 generations) suggesting that 27 
individual-based approaches allow early detection of population fragmentation.  In contrast, FST 28 
required approximately 200 generations to reach 50% of its equilibrium maximum.  In strong 29 
contrast, FST and Mantel r perform similarly following the removal of a barrier formerly dividing 30 
a population.  Given neighbor mating and very short distance dispersal strategies, historical 31 
discontinuities from > 100 generations ago might still be detectable.  This suggests that historical 32 
events and landscapes could have long-term effects that confound inferences about effects of 33 
current landscape features on gene flow.  Nonetheless, populations of organisms with relatively 34 
large dispersal distances will lose the signal of a former barrier within 10 to 20 generations, 35 
suggesting that individual-based landscape genetic approaches can improve our ability to 36 
measure effects of existing landscape features on genetic structure and connectivity.   37 
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Introduction 38 
 39 
A primary goal for landscape genetics is to understand how landscape features and 40 
environmental factors influence patterns and processes, such as population structure, gene flow, 41 
and genetic drift (Manel et al. 2003, Holderegger & Wagner 2006, Storfer et al. 2007, Balkenhol 42 
et al. 2009a).  Classical population genetics analysis generally consists of sampling groups of 43 
individuals from predefined, partially isolated populations, and then estimating parameters, such 44 
as FST, to assess genetic differences among subpopulations.  However, in continuously or widely 45 
distributed populations, where there often exists substantial internal structure (e.g., isolation by 46 
distance (Wright 1943)), individuals are at risk of being arbitrarily grouped, which can produce 47 
misleading results (Pritchard et al. 2000, Schwartz & McKelvey 2008).  One of the biggest 48 
contributions of landscape genetics is that we can now use either groups of samples or individual 49 
samples distributed across the landscape to examine features that influence substructure. 50 
Individual-based landscape genetics approaches sample many individuals across broad 51 
landscapes, assess genetic differentiation between individuals, and evaluate patterns of genetic 52 
relatedness with landscape gradients  (Manel et al. 2003, Cushman et al. 2006, Storfer et al. 53 
2007, Balkenhol et al. 2009a).  The genetic characteristic of individuals sampled across 54 
landscapes allows localization of genetic discontinuities, identification of subpopulations, and 55 
quantification of the influence of landscape features on gene flow.  The most widely accepted 56 
and used method to associate genetic patterns with landscape features involves the use of Mantel 57 
tests (Mantel 1967, see also Sokal & Rohlf 1995) to correlate genetic distances (relatedness) with 58 
geographic distance or with alternative ecological distances that test hypotheses of the effects of 59 
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landscape structure on gene flow (e.g. Broquet et al. 2006, Cushman et al. 2006, Schwartz et al. 60 
2009, Cushman & Landguth 2010).   61 
Patterns of genetic distance among individuals or groups (e.g. Spears et al. 2005, Epps et 62 
al. 2007) can be correlated with landscape features by building resistance surfaces that assign 63 
different resistance-to-movement values to different landscape features (e.g., a high resistance-64 
to-movement might be assigned to a known barrier).  Resistance maps created through this 65 
approach are based typically on raster maps that divide landscapes into many cells with unique 66 
values that depict different habitat or vegetation types, elevation, slope, or other landscape 67 
features (see Cushman et al. 2006).  Cells are given weights or ‘resistance values’ reflecting the 68 
presumed influence of each variable on movement of the species in question.  A matrix of 69 
movement costs can then be computed based on shortest cost paths algorithms between all pairs 70 
of individuals.  Common approaches to calculating cost distance matrices in landscape genetics 71 
include Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra 1959), CIRCUITSCAPE (McRae & Beier 2007), 72 
PATHMATRIX (Ray 2005), and COSTDISTANCE in ArcGIS (ESRI Corp., Redlands, CA).  73 
By comparing genetic distances between individuals with ecological cost distances between 74 
them, researchers can test specific hypotheses about the influences of landscape features and 75 
environmental conditions on gene flow (Cushman et al. 2006, Epps et al. 2007, Cushman & 76 
Landguth 2010). 77 
Extensive investigations using simulations have been conducted addressing the effects of 78 
spatial-genetic autocorrelation in biological systems (see Sokal et al. 1989, Epperson 1993, Sokal 79 
et al. 1998, Epperson 2003, Epperson et al. 2010).  For example, effects of spatial autocorrelation 80 
in uniform environments have been explored at fine scales (Epperson 1995, Epperson 2007).  81 
However, the effect of landscape heterogeneity is not tested under these models.   82 
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Recent empirical studies have detected the effects of landscape and seascape structure on 83 
gene flow patterns and suggest that spatially-explicit, individual-based approaches in 84 
heterogeneous landscapes might be the best means to help establish mechanistic explanations of 85 
landscape connectivity (Cushman et al. 2006, Antolin et al. 2006, Neville et al. 2006, Selkoe et 86 
al. 2008, Pavlacky et al. 2009, Cushman & Landguth 2010).  Similarly, group or population-87 
based studies have revealed landscape effects on connectivity (Epps et al. 2007, Murphy et al. 88 
2010).  Furthermore, landscape genetic approaches can provide insights to key biological 89 
processes, such as individual movement, mating, or dispersal, and could complement traditional 90 
population genetic approaches, for example, to localize genetic discontinuities (barriers) and thus 91 
to understand how landscape features influence movement and gene flow (reviewed in Balkenhol 92 
et al. 2009a).   93 
Application of individual-based landscape genetic analysis techniques is rapidly 94 
expanding, yet there have been few rigorous studies to establish the sensitivity and reliability of 95 
these techniques (but see Balkenhol et al. 2009b).  One of the most important areas needing 96 
exploration is the temporal dynamics of landscape genetic processes.  Individual-based landscape 97 
genetic analytical methods excel at quantifying correlations between current landscape structure 98 
and current spatial genetic structure.  However, little is known about how rates and patterns of 99 
landscape change affect the emergence, change, and loss of genetic structure (but see Ezard & 100 
Travis 2006, Murphy et al. 2008, Cushman & Landguth 2010).  Given that species conservation 101 
and management is primarily concerned with recent or predicted future changes, if landscape 102 
genetics is to be used in these contexts then there is an urgent need to rigorously assess both the 103 
effects that legacies of past landscape change have on observed genetic patterns and the speed at 104 
which these genetic patterns change in response to alterations to existing landscapes.  Simulation 105 
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studies provide the most practical means to investigate the interactions between landscape 106 
change and spatial genetic processes, as they enable control over the pattern-process relationship 107 
implemented and enable replicated simulation over long temporal periods (see Cushman & 108 
Landguth 2010, Landguth et al. submitted). 109 
We use spatially-explicit, individual-based, landscape genetic simulations (Landguth & 110 
Cushman 2010) to investigate the sensitivity of population-based and individual-based metrics of 111 
genetic structure to detect landscape change (e.g. FST and Mantel’s r).  Specifically, we evaluate 112 
the time after advent of a barrier between two populations until a barrier genetic signal is 113 
detected and stabilizes, and the time after the removal of a barrier until the barrier signal is lost.  114 
We simulate a wide range of individual movement strategies (how individuals mate and disperse 115 
with respect to the landscape’s resistance) and maximum dispersal distances (how far an 116 
individual will move through mating and dispersal in terms of the landscape’s resistance).  This 117 
allows us to explore the interaction between species-specific dispersal characteristics and the 118 
emergence and loss of genetic structure following advent and removal of dispersal barriers.   119 
This type of study is crucial for understanding if contemporary genetic patterns are caused by 120 
extant landscapes or are often a function of historical events.  Understanding how rapidly a new 121 
barrier can be detected will also allow us to infer if landscape genetic tools can be used to detect 122 
relatively recent landscape fragmentation events; the focus of many ecological and conservation 123 
studies.  In addition, we wanted to discern the length of time over which the signal of historical 124 
population barriers is detectable.  By exploring the spatio-temporal dynamics of landscape 125 
genetic processes under controlled simulated conditions, this research helps provide a foundation 126 
for genetics in spatially complex and temporally dynamic landscapes.  127 
 128 
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Models and methods 129 
 130 
Simulation program 131 
 We used a spatially-explicit, individual-based landscape genetics program (Landguth & 132 
Cushman 2010) to simulate individual genetic exchange across 500 non-overlapping generations 133 
among 1,000 randomly, spatially located individuals as functions of individual-based movement, 134 
mating, and dispersal.  All simulated populations were initiated with 30 loci and a maximal 135 
alleles possible per locus of 30 (resulting in 900 total possible alleles and mean Ho = 0.967), a k-136 
allele mutation rate of 0.0005 in a two-sex, unequal sex-ratio (offspring are randomly assigned a 137 
sex), female without replacement and male with replacement mating structure.   138 
The program represents landscape structure through resistance surfaces whose value represents 139 
the step-wise cost of crossing each location (i.e., grid cell or pixel on the landscape).  Mating and 140 
dispersal are modeled as probabilistic functions of cumulative cost across these resistance 141 
surfaces (e.g., linear or inverse-square relationships between movement and cumulative cost; 142 
Landguth & Cushman 2010).  These movement (mating and dispersal) cost functions are scaled 143 
to a user-specified maximum dispersal distance.  For these simulations, probabilities for mating 144 
and offspring dispersal were identical.  The program allows individual cells to be assigned 145 
different costs, simulating complex landscapes.  However, for these simulations, all cells had 146 
identical resistance values except for barrier cells, whose resistance was infinite.  The program 147 
produces spatially-referenced genotypes for all individuals at each simulated generation resulting 148 
from probabilistic cost-distance mating with Mendelian exchange, and probabilistic cost-distance 149 
dispersal of offspring.  These spatially located genotypes can then be related to population 150 
substructure by either assigning spatial regions to different populations and calculating classical 151 
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population genetic parameters (e.g., FST) or by analyzing pair-wise genetic distances among 152 
individuals with Mantel and partial Mantel tests (Mantel 1967).  153 
 154 
Simulation scenarios 155 
For a wide range of movement scenarios, we simulate emergence and dynamics of 156 
genetic substructure associated with the presence and subsequent removal of a barrier in the 157 
center of a spatially referenced population of 1,000 individuals (Table 1).  We simulated all 158 
combinations of 3 cost functions (linear, inverse square, panmictic) scaled to 6 maximum 159 
movement distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60) that are independent of scale.  We used a maximum 160 
extent for the simulation area of 70 x 100 kilometers and thus kilometers as the unit distance.  161 
However, we will not report kilometers when discussing movement distances, as this unit is 162 
arbitrary.   163 
For each combination of movement strategy and distance, we placed a barrier, dividing 164 
the population if half, and ran the simulation for 500 generations.  Genetic equilibrium was 165 
reached within 300 generations, in all cases. We then removed the barrier and ran the model for 166 
an additional 500 generations.  In each modeling experiment we simulated 10 Monte Carlo 167 
replicate runs and calculated FST, Mantel’s r, Monte Carlo p-value, and two measures of effects 168 
size for detection of the barrier separating the subpopulations for each run of each scenario at 169 
each of 500 time steps.   170 
 171 
Statistical Analysis of Simulation Results 172 
For all simulation scenarios, we computed FST of the populations on either side of the 173 
barrier and Mantel r for each time step of each replicate run.  We computed partial Mantel tests 174 
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to correlate genetic distance to barrier-cost distance over time factoring out Euclidean distance 175 
for the partial tests. We then plotted the FST and Mantel r statistic over time.  The inter-176 
individual genetic distance was calculated following the proportion of shared alleles (Nei et al. 177 
1983) and barrier-cost distance was represented similarly to Legendre & Legendre (1998) model 178 
matrix, but with Euclidean distance (and the one control simulation of panmixia) on either side 179 
of a complete barrier separating half of the 1,000 individuals.   180 
We use two measures to measure barrier detection effects. First, we evaluate the 181 
generations until a statistically significant signal is detected following a barrier is created or until 182 
a significant signal is lost following the removal of a barrier. We used 1,999 permutations to test 183 
for significance of correlation, corresponding to a 0.005 precision for the cutoff value, α.  The 184 
generation lag times for barrier establishment and disappearance were recorded for each scenario 185 
for α < 0.05 with the Mantel r statistic.  All Mantel tests were conducted using the library 186 
ECODIST v1.1.3 (Goslee & Urban 2007) in the statistical software package R (R Development 187 
Core Team 2007). The significance of statistical tests such as the Mantel r are highly dependent 188 
on sample size. When sample sizes are large, differences that are ecologically trivial may still be 189 
statistically significant. Therefore, we used two measures of effects size as our second measure 190 
of barrier effects.  In all simulations genetic equilibrium was achieved and FST and Mantel r 191 
reached an approximate asymptote within 300 generations. We use the equilibrium maximum 192 
value as a reference point with which to compare the effects size of the emergence of signal 193 
following creation of the barrier and loss of the signal following its removal. We use 50% and 194 
90% of the maximum equilibrium values of FST and Mantel r as the two effects sizes and 195 
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compare generations to reach these effects sizes between all combinations of dispersal function 196 
and movement distance threshold.   197 
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Results 198 
 199 
Time until barrier signal arises  200 
Under nearly all barrier appearance scenarios, a positive, significant signal appears in < 201 
15 generations, large correlation values (r  > 0.5) occur within the first 100 generations, and all 202 
scenarios trend towards an equilibrium of r = 1.0 (Figure 2, Table 3).   203 
A noticeable difference occurs in the scenarios in which the maximum movement 204 
distance is low (only 10 units); the relatively highly constrained (or short distance) mating and 205 
dispersal movements in these scenarios result in substantially slower rate of approach to 206 
equilibrium.  Figure 3 shows similar results, but with substructure appearance through FST.  A 207 
partial Mantel r is much more sensitive in detecting effects of changes in landscape structure on 208 
spatial genetic substructure than is FST with the Mantel r curve rising much more rapidly toward 209 
a high value and asymptote, and FST rising only slowly over generations to approach a much 210 
weaker asymptote. 211 
 The boxplots presenting the effects-size results for the three-way factorial of statistical 212 
measure (Mantel r vs FST), dispersal threshold (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60), and movement function 213 
(linear and inverse square) indicate major differences between Mantel r and FST in the rate at 214 
which a new genetic signal is detectable following the advent of a new barrier dividing a 215 
population with isolation by distance (Figure 4). There are three major insights provided by 216 
Figure 4.  First, Mantel r responds much faster to the advent of a new barrier dividing a 217 
population regardless of movement function and dispersal threshold.  It takes approximately 10 218 
times longer for FST than Mantel r to achieve the same proportional effect in both movement 219 
strategies (a, c versus b, d in Figure 4).  Second, the generations required for FST to achieve 50% 220 
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or 90% of its maximum equilibrium value is independent of movement threshold or movement 221 
strategy. Specifically, FST takes an average of approximately 210 generations to reach 50% and 222 
420 generations to reach 90% of its maximum equilibrium value (Figure 4).  Third, Mantel r is 223 
sensitive to both movement function and movement threshold.  Mantel r approaches its 224 
maximum equilibrium value considerably faster when the dispersal function is linear than when 225 
it is inverse square (a, b verses c, d in Figure 4), and when the dispersal and mating threshold is 226 
larger.  Specifically, it takes approximately 50 generations for Mantel r to reach 50% of its 227 
equilibrium maximum when the dispersal function is linear and the dispersal threshold is 10 228 
while it takes approximately 100 generations to reach the same level when the dispersal function 229 
is inverse-square and the threshold is 10. Similarly, it talks approximately 200 generations to 230 
reach 90% of the Mantel r equilibrium value when the dispersal function is linear and the 231 
dispersal threshold is 10, while it takes approximately 300 generations to reach the 90% when 232 
the dispersal function is inverse-square.  Interestingly, the difference in time to reach a given 233 
proportion of equilibrium maximum between the two movement functions disappears as the 234 
dispersal threshold increases above 20. Specifically, it takes approximately 15 generations to 235 
reach 50% and 100-150 generations to reach 90% of the equilibrium Mantel r at all movement 236 
threshold distances above 20.  These results show that there is a very large difference in the 237 
performance of FST and Mantel r in how rapidly they respond to the creation of a new barrier, 238 
with Mantel r approximately 10 times more responsive.  239 
 240 
Time until barrier signal disappearance 241 
 The barrier was removed and each scenario was simulated for an additional 500 242 
generations.  The results for the Mantel r and FST, respectively are shown in Figures 5-6 (along 243 
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with summary Table 3).  Loss of barrier scenarios with relatively short-distance movement retain 244 
a significant barrier signal over the entire 500-generation simulation time (e.g., linear movement 245 
strategy with 10 movement distance and inverse-square movement strategy with 10 – 30 246 
movement distances), indicating that smaller maximum movement distances will maintain 247 
substructure signals longer (e.g., with no long distance dispersal or mating).   248 
In strong contrast to the pattern observed following the advent of a new barrier, there are 249 
no clear differences between Mantel r and FST in terms of the generations required for a genetic 250 
signature of a former barrier to be lost in the population (Figure 7).  Both measures follow 251 
similar time-rate of signal loss following the removal of a barrier dividing two populations. 252 
While there are no clear differences between the two statistical measures of population 253 
differentiation, there is a strong effect of both movement function and dispersal threshold on the 254 
generations required before a genetic signal of a former barrier is lost from a population. The 255 
genetic signal of a former barrier is lost considerably faster when the movement function is 256 
linear than when it is an inverse square process (a, b verse c, d in Figure 7). Similarly, the genetic 257 
signal of a former barrier is also lost faster when dispersal distances are relatively large. For 258 
example, it takes an average of 100 generations to lose 50% of the barrier signal when the 259 
dispersal threshold is inverse square and the movement threshold is 10, while it only takes 40 260 
generations when the movement threshold is 20 and drops to less than 10 generations when the 261 
movement threshold is 30 or more (Figure 7).  These results show that there is considerable 262 
effect of organism vagility on the time required for the signal of a former landscape condition to 263 
be lost from the genetic makeup of a population, while there is no difference in the performance 264 
of FST and Mantel r in how rapidly they respond to removal of a past barrier. 265 
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 Discussion 266 
 267 
The most important finding was the lag time for a new barrier to become detectable is 268 
relatively short, which ensures the usefulness of landscape genetics to understand connectivity 269 
patterns and processes in contemporary landscapes, such as habitat and population 270 
fragmentation.  The lag time is vastly shorter using individual-based analyses with Mantel tests 271 
than with population-based methods using FST. Statistically significant barrier effects were 272 
detected quickly  (between 1 and 15 generations) for nearly all movement strategies and 273 
dispersal distances. However, Mantel r achieves an equivalent effects size roughly 10 times 274 
faster than FST. This has important implications for studies intending to quantify the effects of 275 
recent landscape change on gene flow. Specifically, it suggests that individual-based analyses 276 
using pair-wise approaches like Mantel tests are vastly more responsive than population-based 277 
approaches such as FST. 278 
The rapid detection of barrier effects with individual-based approaches confirms results 279 
from a simulation study that used the classical one dimensional stepping stone model (et al. 280 
2008) and a simulation study that used an individual-based, cost-distance framework (Cushman 281 
& Landguth in press).  The relationship between time to barrier detection and dispersal strategy 282 
is highly non-linear using Mantel tests.  For dispersal abilities larger than 10, time to barrier 283 
detection was short (1 – 3 generations) and was nearly the same.  However, there is a strong non-284 
linear threshold relationship, such that as dispersal ability becomes very low, time until barrier 285 
detection begins to rise rapidly.  In contrast, using FST and the effects-size criterion, time to 286 
emergence of a barrier signal was independent of movement strategy and was much longer than 287 
for Mantel r (approximately 200 generations). Our simulations do not enable generalization of 288 
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the relationships between population density, movement strategy, and dispersal distance in 289 
structuring this threshold using individual-based approaches; this is an important topic for future 290 
work.  291 
The short lag time using individual-based approaches indicates that contemporary spatial 292 
genetic patterns are likely caused by current landscapes except in cases when dispersal ability of 293 
the focal species is small relative to the extent of the landscape and the density of the population.  294 
For many mobile animals and wind pollinated plants this is probably the case in real populations 295 
as well (Coulon et al. 2006).  The short lag time also suggests that early detection of population 296 
fragmentation can be achieved using individual-based genetic methods on organisms with 297 
relatively long range mating and dispersal.  It also suggests that landscape change can begin to 298 
influence the genetic structure and architecture of a population almost immediately. 299 
Barrier removal simulations indicate that individual-based approaches using Mantel tests 300 
and population-based approaches using FST perform approximately equivalently. There is a 301 
strong effect of dispersal ability on time for a former barrier signal to be lost. For organisms with 302 
large dispersal abilities relative to population density, a barrier signal is lost rapidly. Based on 303 
the effects size criterion, over 50% of the effects size of the signal of a past barrier is lost within 304 
20 generations for populations of organisms with relatively large dispersal abilities. For 305 
organisms with the largest dispersal abilities (movement threshold of 60 units in our simulation) 306 
50% of the effects size is lost within 5 generations. However, our simulation suggests that 307 
organisms with relatively restricted dispersal abilities will retain a genetic signal from a past 308 
barrier for tens to hundreds of generations.  For example, it took over 300 generations to lose 309 
90% of the barrier signal effects size for organisms with inverse square movement function and 310 
dispersal thresholds up to 20 units. There is a strong non-linear effect, with the time to loss of 311 
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90% of the effects size dropping to less than 100 generations at the next larger dispersal 312 
threshold distance. This strong non-linearity in time to loss of a past barrier signal as function of 313 
dispersal distance relative to population density has important implications for studies which 314 
hope to separate the effects of current from past landscape conditions.  As in the new/recent 315 
barrier detection case, the results presented here do not provide sufficient data to elucidate the 316 
functional relationship between time to loss of barrier signal and movement strategy and 317 
maximum dispersal distance.  Again, this is an area that is deserving of additional research.  318 
However, the results presented here are important as an initial evaluation for the potentially long-319 
term genetic signatures of past landscape features for species with short dispersal. 320 
  These results overall are encouraging for those who wish to use individual-based 321 
landscape genetic approaches to infer the influences of landscape features on gene flow and 322 
population connectivity.  New landscape features, like roads, deforested areas, or other 323 
movement filters, have very rapid effects on genetic structure that is detectible almost 324 
immediately with individual-based landscape genetic approaches.  325 
Alternatively, historical population barriers or signals (e.g. colonization, fragmentation, 326 
and expansion) from > 100 generations ago might still be detectable by individual-based 327 
landscape genetic approaches (i.e., Mantel tests), depending upon the dispersal abilities and 328 
population densities of the study organism.  This finding is important because it suggests that 329 
historical events and past landscape changes may have long-lasting legacy effects on the spatial 330 
genetic structure of populations.  This “ghosts of landscape past” effect suggests that analyses of 331 
relationships between spatial genetic structure and landscape features should carefully consider 332 
past landscape features.   333 
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However, the “ghost of landscapes past” effect is relatively short-lived, with most 334 
combinations of movement strategy and dispersal threshold showing loss of the majority of the 335 
effect (change in Mantel r) within 10-20 generations, and decline to non-significance within a 336 
few hundred generations at most.  While this effect suggests that landscape genetic patterns may 337 
retain ghost signature of relatively recent landscape changes, it also suggests that longer-term 338 
changes, such as major post-Pleistocene climatic and biome shifts, are sufficiently distant to have 339 
no detectible effect on current genetics using micro-satellite neutral markers for the vast majority 340 
of species.  341 
Another important finding in this study was the higher sensitivity of individual-based 342 
landscape genetic indices of spatial genetic structure (Mantel tests), compared with population-343 
based FST measures.  Mantel tests detected a barrier effect almost immediately after its advent, 344 
and rise rapidly in relatively few generations to high correlations and stabilize at an asymptotic 345 
level.  In contrast, population based FST was much slower to respond, with lower slope of its 346 
curve and much longer time to reach an asymptote.  This suggests that individual-based 347 
landscape genetic approaches on pair-wise analysis of pair wise genetic and cost distances may 348 
be more sensitive than traditional FST approaches for early detection of landscape change  The 349 
pair-wise individual-based approach to landscape genetics has an additional advantage in that it 350 
does not assume discrete populations, but rather provides a flexible and generalized framework 351 
in which discrete populations, isolation by distance, and isolation by a range of alternative 352 
landscape resistance gradient hypotheses can be analyzed rigorously in a single framework 353 
(Cushman & Landguth in press; Landguth et al. submitted). 354 
More work is needed to evaluate quantitatively the threshold-like relationships suggested 355 
by this analysis between rate of emergence and loss of genetic structure and population density, 356 
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dispersal distance, movement strategy, and spatial complexity of the landscape.  Our results are 357 
encouraging for those who wish to use individual-based landscape genetic approaches to infer 358 
the influences of landscape features on gene flow, population connectivity, and for early 359 
detection of barriers or fragmentation. 360 
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 Figure Legends 462 
 463 
Figure 1: An example of 1 simulation of 1,000 randomly located individuals (dots) on a 464 
resistance surface of isolation by Euclidean distance with a complete barrier (vertical black line) 465 
for two maximum dispersal distances a) 10 and b) 30.  The largest dark circle (outer dashed line) 466 
represents the maximum dispersal distance.  The two circles within the maximum dispersal 467 
distance correspond to the 50% dispersal distances for the center individual under a linear 468 
(middle dotted line) and inverse-square movement strategy (tiny inner dashed-dotted line), 469 
respectively (i.e., the center individual will mate and have offspring that disperse within this 470 
circle 50% of the time). 471 
 472 
Figure 2: Time (in generations) for barrier signal establishment based on significance of Mantel r  473 
where we examined the correlation of genetic distance to barrier-cost distance over time 474 
factoring out Euclidean distance for the partial tests. Mantel r values for the barrier appearance 475 
scenarios for a) linear dispersal and b) inverse-square dispersal over the seven maximal dispersal 476 
distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and panmictic).  Dashed lines are confidence intervals for the 477 
averaged 10 replicates (dotted lines).  The notably different scenario (movement threshold 10) is 478 
indicated in both graphs. 479 
 480 
Figure 3: Time for barrier signal establishment based on significance of FST. FST values for the 481 
barrier appearance scenarios for a) linear dispersal and b) inverse-square dispersal over the seven 482 
maximal dispersal distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and panmictic).  Dashed lines are confidence 483 
intervals for the averaged 10 replicates (dotted lines).   484 
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 485 
Figure 4. Time for barrier signal establishment based on effects size for Mantel r and FST. 486 
Boxplots presenting generations until 50% of maximum (a and c), and 90% of maximum (b, d) 487 
for Mantel r and FST after the creation of a barrier dividing the population. The boxplots 488 
collectively present a three-way factorial of differences among two statistical measures of 489 
genetic differentiation (Mantel r and FST), across six dispersal thresholds (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60), 490 
and dispersal and mating movement function (linear and inverse square).  Boxplots a) and b) 491 
compare generations to 50% and 90% of equilibrium value of Mantel r and FST, respectively, 492 
across six dispersal and mating threshold distances and a linear dispersal function simulated in 493 
CDPOP.  Boxplots c) and d) compare generations to 50% and 90% of equilibrium value of 494 
Mantel r and FST, respectively, across six dispersal threshold distances and an inverse square 495 
dispersal function simulated in CDPOP. 496 
 497 
Figure 5: Time until barrier signal disappearance based on significance of Mantel r. Mantel r 498 
values for the barrier removal scenarios for a) linear dispersal and b) inverse-square dispersal 499 
over the seven maximal dispersal distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and panmictic).  Dashed lines 500 
are confidence intervals for the averaged 10 replicates (dotted lines).  The notably different 501 
scenario (movement threshold 10) is indicated in both graphs. 502 
 503 
Figure 6: Time until barrier signal disappearance based on significance of FST. FST values for the 504 
barrier removal scenarios for a) linear dispersal and b) inverse-square dispersal over the seven 505 
maximal dispersal distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and panmictic).  Dashed lines are confidence 506 
intervals for the averaged 10 replicates (dotted lines).   507 
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 508 
Figure 7. Time for barrier signal disappearance based on effects size for Mantel r and FST. 509 
Boxplots presenting generations until loss of 50% of maximum (a and c), and loss of 90% of 510 
maximum (b, d) for Mantel r and FST after removal of the barrier. The boxplots collectively 511 
present a three-way factorial of differences among two statistical measures of genetic 512 
differentiation (Mantel r and FST), across six dispersal thresholds (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60) and 513 
dispersal and mating movement function (linear and inverse square). Boxplots a) and b) compare 514 
generations to loss of 50% and loss of 90% of equilibrium value of Mantel r and FST, 515 
respectively, across six movement threshold distances and a linear dispersal and mating function 516 
simulated in CDPOP. Boxplots c) and d) compare generations to loss of 50% and 90% of 517 
equilibrium value of Mantel r and FST, respectively, across six movement threshold distances 518 
and an inverse square movement function simulated in CDPOP. 519 
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Tables 520 
 521 
Table 1:  We simulated all combinations of 3 cost functions (linear, inverse square, panmictic) 522 
scaled to 6 maximum movement distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60).  The maximum extent for the 523 
simulation study area was 70 x 100 kilometers and we used kilometers as the unit distance, but 524 
that these movement distances are independent of scale (see Methods).  The scenarios are 1) 525 
movement strategy, with two levels: a) linear function describing the relationship between the 526 
probability of mating and dispersal (movement) with distance in terms of cost units, b) inverse 527 
square function describing the relationship between the probability of mating and dispersal 528 
(movement) with distance in terms of cost units; 2) maximum mating and dispersal movement 529 
distance, with seven levels: a) 10 units, b) 20 units, c) 30 units, d) 40 units, e) 50 units, f), 60 530 
units, and g) panmictic (Pan); and 3) landscapes that incorporate a barrier, with two levels: a) 531 
barrier present, b) barrier not present.   532 
 Movement Strategy Movement Distance Barrier Presence 
Movement Strategy 1 10  20  30  40  50  60  Pan Barrier Present 
Movement Strategy 2 10  20  30  40  50  60  Pan Barrier Present 
Movement Strategy 1 10  20  30  40  50  60  Pan Barrier Not Present 
L
E
V
L
E
S
 
Movement Strategy 2 10  20  30  40  50  60  Pan Barrier Not Present 
 533 
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Table 2: Maximum and 50% movement distance radius and number of individuals that occupy 534 
the corresponding areas based on a population density for the given simulation landscape of 535 
0.138 km
2 
(1,000 individuals in the total extent area, 7,235.60 km
2
).   Note that the simulations 536 
included a population of 1,000 individuals and that the 50 km and 60 km movement distances 537 
include individuals outside the focal study area of 70 km x 100 km. 538 
Movement 
distance 
Maximum 
movement 
distance area 
(km
2
) 
Number of 
individuals in 
area 
50% Linear 
movement 
distance area 
(km
2
) 
Number of 
individuals in 
Linear 50% 
Area 
50% Inverse-
Square 
Movement 
Distance 
Area (km
2
) 
Number of 
individuals in 
Inverse-
square 50% 
Area 
Panmictic 7,235.60 1,000.00 NA NA NA NA 
60 km 11,309.73 1,563.07 2,827.43 390.77 6.28 0.85 
50 km 7,853.98 1,085.47 1963.50 271.37 6.28 0.85 
40 km 5,026.55 694.70 1,256.64 173.67 6.28 0.85 
30 km 2,827.43 390.77 706.86 97.69 6.28 0.85 
20 km 1,256.64 173.67 314.16 43.42 6.28 0.85 
10 km 314.16 43.42 78.54 10.85 6.28 0.85 
 539 
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Table 3: Time (generations) to detection of a barrier using Mantel p-value < 0.05 in which a 540 
significant generation of a barrier was detected.  For the barrier establishment scenarios, the 541 
starting generation for significant detection is reported (p < 0.05).  The starting generation for 542 
insignificant detection (p >= 0.05) is reported for when a barrier signal is no longer detectable for 543 
the barrier removal scenarios.  Time > 500 indicates that all r values were significant.   544 
Barrier 
establishment 
10 units 20 units 30 units 40 units 50 units 60 units Pan 
Movement 
Strategy 1 
time = 6 time = 2 time = 1 time = 1 time = 1 time = 1 time = 1 
Movement 
Strategy 2 
time = 14 time = 5 time = 3 time = 3 time = 2 time = 2 time = 1 
        
Barrier 
removal 
10 units 20 units 30 units 40 units 50 units 60 units Pan 
Movement 
Strategy 1 
time > 500 time > 500 time = 25 time = 17 time = 8 time = 5 time = 1 
Movement 
Strategy 2 
time > 500 time > 500 time > 500 time = 32 time = 27 time = 24 time = 1 
 545 
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Figure 1: An example of 1 simulation of 1,000 randomly located individuals (dots) on a resistance 
surface of isolation by Euclidean distance with a complete barrier (vertical black line) for two 
maximum dispersal distances a) 10 and b) 30.  The largest dark circle (outer dashed line) 
represents the maximum dispersal distance.  The two circles within the maximum dispersal distance 
correspond to the 50% dispersal distances for the center individual under a linear (middle dotted 
line) and inverse-square movement strategy (tiny inner dashed-dotted line), respectively (i.e., the 
center individual will mate and have offspring that disperse within this circle 50% of the time).  
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Figure 2: Time (in generations) for barrier signal establishment based on significance of Mantel r 
 where we examined the correlation of genetic distance to barrier-cost distance over time factoring 
out Euclidean distance for the partial tests. Mantel r values for the barrier appearance scenarios for 
a) linear dispersal and b) inverse-square dispersal over the seven maximal dispersal distances (10, 
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and panmictic).  Dashed lines are confidence intervals for the averaged 10 
replicates (dotted lines).  The notably different scenario (movement threshold 10) is indicated in 
both graphs.  
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Figure 3: Time for barrier signal establishment based on significance of FST. FST values for the barrier 
appearance scenarios for a) linear dispersal and b) inverse-square dispersal over the seven maximal 
dispersal distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and panmictic).  Dashed lines are confidence intervals 
for the averaged 10 replicates (dotted lines).    
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Figure 4. Time for barrier signal establishment based on effects size for Mantel r and FST. Boxplots 
presenting generations until 50% of maximum (a and c), and 90% of maximum (b, d) for Mantel r 
and FST after the creation of a barrier dividing the population. The boxplots collectively present a 
three-way factorial of differences among two statistical measures of genetic differentiation (Mantel r 
and FST), across six dispersal thresholds (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60), and dispersal and mating 
movement function (linear and inverse square).  Boxplots a) and b) compare generations to 50% 
and 90% of equilibrium value of Mantel r and FST, respectively, across six dispersal and mating 
threshold distances and a linear dispersal function simulated in CDPOP.  Boxplots c) and d) compare 
generations to 50% and 90% of equilibrium value of Mantel ,r and FST, respectively, across six 
dispersal threshold distances and an inverse square dispersal function simulated in CDPOP.  
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Figure 5: Time until barrier signal disappearance based on significance of Mantel r. Mantel r values 
for the barrier removal scenarios for a) linear dispersal and b) inverse-square dispersal over the 
seven maximal dispersal distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and panmictic).  Dashed lines are 
confidence intervals for the averaged 10 replicates (dotted lines).  The notably different scenario 
(movement threshold 10) is indicated in both graphs  
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Figure 6: Time until barrier signal disappearance based on significance of FST. FST values for the 
barrier removal scenarios for a) linear dispersal and b) inverse-square dispersal over the seven 
maximal dispersal distances (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and panmictic).  Dashed lines are confidence 
intervals for the averaged 10 replicates (dotted lines).    
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Figure 7. Time for barrier signal disappearance based on effects size for Mantel r and FST. Boxplots 
presenting generations until loss of 50% of maximum (a and c), and loss of 90% of maximum (b, d) 
for Mantel r and FST after removal of the barrier. The boxplots collectively present a three-way 
factorial of differences among two statistical measures of genetic differentiation (Mantel r and FST), 
across six dispersal thresholds (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60) and dispersal and mating movement 
function (linear and inverse square). Boxplots a) and b) compare generations to loss of 50% and 
loss of 90% of equilibrium value of Mantel r and FST, respectively, across six movement threshold 
distances and a linear dispersal and mating function simulated in CDPOP. Boxplots c) and d) 
compare generations to loss of 50% and 90% of equilibrium value of Mantel r and FST, respectively, 
across six movement threshold distances and an inverse square movement function simulated in 
CDPOP.  
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2.5 Conclusion
Individual-based, cost-distance modeling of population genetics provides a framework to understand
relationships between biological processes and population genetics patterns across landscapes. Specif-
ically, spatially-explicit, individual-based models are valuable tools in the study of landscape ecology
and landscape genetics through the understanding of the effects of life-history, vagility, and different
models of landscape resistance, on the genetic structure of populations on these landscapes.
This work lies at the frontier between landscape ecology and population genetics. This frontier will
be reduced over time as more simulation studies are conducted that evaluate the effects of spatial
pattern-process relationships, variations in organism movement, and mating behavior. Simultaneously,
these simulation efforts enable the fruitful integration of empirical analyses with the assumptions
driving the pattern-process relationships. Spatial analysis of empirical data is used to infer pattern-
process relationships governing the population genetic substructure. From this, spatial simulations of
the inferred process can evaluate the ability of that inferred process to recreate the observed genetic
pattern. This combination of empirical and simulation analyses provides a methodology for improved
rigor in landscape genetic studies.
More work is needed to evaluate quantitatively the threshold-like relationships predicted in the prior
sections. Future analysis of the rate of emergence and loss of genetic structure, and population den-
sity, dispersal distance, movement strategy, and spatial complexity of the landscape is required. How-
ever, the results presented in this chapter are encouraging for those who wish to use individual-based
landscape genetic approaches to study the influences of landscape features on gene flow, population
connectivity, as well as the early detection of barriers or habitat fragmentation.
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